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SUMMARY

Early work on the properties of the radio emission associated.

with Cosmic Ray Air Showers 1ed to the expectation that the distribution
in frequency and space of the pool of radiation on the ground contained

information about the shower development and hence , ind.irectLy, about

the composition of the prímaxy cosmic ray particles themselves. The

present thesis describes work c¿rried out in conjunction with the

Buckland Park Air .shower Axxay, to invest ígate the frequency spectra

of the radio emission produced by showers of sea 1eve1 síze greater than
510- particles. An estimate of the normalised field strength of the

observed pulses was rnade in ord.er to throw light on the discrepancies

between the measurements made by other groups working in the northern

hemisphere- A simple model of shower d.ecay was used to yield an estimate

of the shower elongation rate. The value obtained , aLbeit with large

uncertainty, is significantly in excess of other values in the same

energy raîge obtained through non-radio methods. Limitations and un-

certainties in the radio approach are discussed.

Fina11y, in an appendix, the developrnent of a preliminary experiment

set up to study temporal aspects of the energy flow of particles within
50m of the air shower core is described.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1- Astrophysical Aspects of Cosmic Ray Studies.

The composition of primary cosmic ray partícles can be measured

directly at 1ow energies (be1ow tOlseV) through balloon, rocket and

satellite borne d.etectors. At 1O12eV the primaries are mainly protons,

with some L5% }:elium and on:..y 2/o heavier nuclei; however at higher

energies the proportion of protons may faLL (Hillas, I975). At sti1l

higher energies, the rapidly faLting f.lux does not al1ow direct measure-

ments. The composition must be inferred from the characteristics of

the extensive air showers produced as a result of the interactions of

the primary particLe with nuclei in the atmosphere. At the highest

energies, the questions of composition, origin and energy spectrum are

interlinked.

1.1.,1 Primary Energy Spectrum and Anisotropies.

The energy spectrum can be described as a power Law, with a knee

at 5x1O15eV, and an ankle at tO19eV (fig 1.1). Regions of changes in

slope are of particuLar interest; they may reflect changes in origin

of the primaries t ànd thus, possibly, changes in composition and

anisotropy. The apparent continuation of the spectrum above t019ev

is of partícular interest, since the 3oK black body radiation imposes

constraints on the primary particles. (Greisen, L966)-

At cosmic tay eîergies the 30 radiation is Doppler shifted above

the pion photoprod.uction threshold for protons, and photodisintegration for

nuclei and should produce a cutorr in the spectrum fox a uniform

extragalactic origin. For protons, this cutoff should occur about
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10
5x1o-'ev, with a corresponding characteristic lifetime of 1o8yrs

(at 2x7O20eV), while for iron nuclei the cutoff eoergy is around

tO2OeV. If the energies of the largest recorded showers are accepted,

then this would suggest a telatívely local origin for the particles,

within, say, the J;ocal (Virgo) supercluster, the centre of which is

close enough (60x1O6yrs) that losses should not appe ax untíL above

t020eV for protons (Hi11as, !975). If recent scaling model calculations

by Hi11as (1979) are corfect, they would reduce air shower energies

somewhat, easing these restrictions.

If the particles originate in the gaLaxy (or halo), anisotÍopies

should be signif icant For protons the radius at 1O20eV is 1-OZL^

(for a g*10-10t magnetic field) , Larger than the thickness of the

galactic disc (1019m). The radius is reduced for a heavy nuclei, by

the atomic number. The arxivaL directj-ons of the particles should

therefore be weighted in the dírection of orígin, which, fot a galactic

origin, would be expected to be in the galactíc p1ane.

Recent observations have, ín fact, revealed anisotropies:

at Haverah Park, an anisotropy has been observed at 1O17eV , but is less

marked at 1O18eV, perhaps reflectin g a chaîge in composition, or in

origin.

At sti1l higher energies, an increase in the avexage galactic

latitude of the anisotropy has been observed near 1O19eV where the

spectrum changes s1ope. At these energies, galactic protons can,

according to our present knowledge, be ruled out, but gaLactic heavy

nuclei remain a possibility. The weight of informed opinion wou1d,

however, consider the loca1 supercluster (with a gteater than average

density of galaxies) as the likely region of interest (Lapikens et aI,

1979az Krasilnikov, L979, Wdowczyk and Wolfendale, L979).
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I.2 Extensive Air Showers.

Details of the pximary particles must be inferred from ground-

based observations on extensive air showers. Our interpretation of

measurements relies on the continuing development and refinement of

self-consistent models of the details of high energy interactions.

,Since the energies involved are far beyond those available with

accelerators, details such as multiplicity and inelasticity must be

extrapolated over many orders of magnitude. It is consequently

diffícuJ-t to extract the I xígbt I answers fxom a wealth of possibilities.

Consequently considerable effort has been expended on the search for

shower parameters that are sensitive to partictlar features of the

primary particles or their interactions, but relatively insensitive

to others.

L.2.L The Nuclear Cascade.

When the primary cosmic ray partLcle collides with a nitrogen

or oxygen nucleus in the atmosphere, a number of secondaries are produced

which interact further to produce a nuclear cascade. A heavy nucleus

breaks up into its constituent nucleons so that a large number of super-

imposed cascades develops. At higher energies, the growth of the

cascade can be sustained further, so the maximum development of the

nuclear cascade is reached deeper in the atmosphere. The interaction

length of the proton is about 8Og cm-2. There is thus a finite probab-

iLity of no interaction occurring until several interaction lengths

deep in the atmosphere (a IO% chance of no interactions until 2OOg cm-Z,

for example). For a heavy nucl-eus, the interaction length is greatly

reduced. Thus, comparing protons and iron nuclei of the same energy, the

position of the shower maximum will be higher in the atmosphere, and

subject to fewer fluctuations for the iron nuclei.(e.g. Dixon et aL,

L974 , Dixon and Turve r , L974.)
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I.2.2 The Muon Component.

The nuclear

The pions produced

particles remain within a few metres of the axis.

in the nuclear interactions

electro-magnetic components. Charged pions may

in the atmosphere or decay into muons. ,Since these muons

number of muons seen at sea

give rise to the muon and

either interact further

have

1eve1

a vety

J_Slong interaction length, the

essentialTy an integral over the shower deve.lopment, and thus provides a

good indicator of the relative shower energy.

L.2.3 The Electromagnetic Component.

_L6Neutral pions decay with a half life of 10 seconds into two

gamma-rays, each of which initiates an electromagnetic cascade. Gamma

rays produce electron-positron pairs by pair-production, aîd an electron

produces a gamma ray by bremsstrahlung. These processes continue until

the energy faILs below 100MeV where other energy loss processes (ionisation

for electrons and Compton scattering lor photons) become increasingly

important. Some 90% of the particles observed at maximum are in the

electromagnetic component, (e.g. Hi11as, 7975). Thus as the shower

develops, electromagnetic cascades are continually initiated by neutral

pions so that at any stage, a number of cascades overlap. An electro-

magnetic cascade typicaLLy reaches a maximum after -2oog cm-2 and then

dies away with an attenuation length of -60g .^-'. The attenuation

length of the total electromagnetic component, (approximately zoog cm-z)

is dependent largely on the decay of the nuclear cascade.

The lateral dimension of the shower is determined by scattering.

As lower energy electrons are scattered through greater angles, the mean

energy of the particles decreases as the core distance increases. The

mean energy of electrons decreases as the cascade d.evelops, so that the
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electron energy distribution depends on the combination of the state of

shower development, atmospheric pressure and core distance.

The scattering also leads to a Lag of partictes behind the shower

front, agaín in an energy-dependent manner. The resulting longitudinal

thickness of the shower thus increases (frorn a few meters) as the core

distance increases, as will be discussed further in the appendix.

The total number of particles at shower maximum is proportional

to the primary energy. Although many experimel'lts attempt to measure

the height of maximum development, the maximum itself is rather broad,

typícalLy 2OOg cm-z between the 90% levels (e.g. Aguirre et a1, I979a)-

I.2.4 The Primary Composition.

There are two basic approaches to the determínation of the

primaxy mass at extensive air shower energies. One is to measure

average shower characteristics, using model caLcuLatíons to esti¡nate

the effects produced by different prímary masses. For example, since

the multiple scattering of muons is smal1, their Latera:.. distributions

are closely related to their height of production (and to details of

high energy ínteractions). The properties of the muon component can,

in principle, be used to investigate primary mass (Orford and Turver,

1968 ) .

The central electron density for a given shower size should also

depend on primary mass. The mean value (and also the fluctuations)

in the density are smaller for heavy primaries than for protons. The

Sydney and Kiel groups obtained contrad.ictory results at sxtO15-t0t7 "v,
the former group finding an appaxent increase in the fraction of heavy

particles i.n the beam, and the Latter suggesting a pure proton (or

possibly mixed) beam (McCusker et aL, t969, Samorski et aL, L97I).
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Properties of the hadron component are also sensitive to primary

mass. In particuLar, the energy spectrum cuts off more steeply for

heavy primaries. A summary of the availabLe data by Grieder (L977) suggests

that any major change in the prímaxy mass composition (from mainly protons)

is excluded up to to15-1016"v.

Some measurable properties of air showers are somewhat model

sensitive. Consequently lluctuations in a number of shower paxaÍÍLetets,

expected to be greater for protons than for heavy primaries, have been

studied.

I.2.5 Fluctuation Studies.

The sirnplest model for the showers produced by a heavy nucleus

of mass number A and energy E is that they are made up of a superposition

of '¡' smaller proton-initiated showers of enexgy E/A. This corresponds

to the total fragmentation of the nucleus before entry into the atmosphere,

and is an approximation to tot aL dísintegration in the first interaction.

In a more realistic mode1, the heavy nucleus only partiaLly fragments

in its first interaction, the shower develops deeper and thus more

closely resembles a proton-initiated shower of the same energy (Dixon

et al , 1,973) .

In addition to the fluctuations in shower development resulting

from variabiJ-íty of the depth of first interaction, as mentioned above,

there may be contributions from the inelasticity (the fraction of the

energy lost to secondary particles in interactions) and the details of

the distribution in energy and number of the secondaries in each

interaction.

As mentioned above ¡ aix showers are detected at most arrays when

they are past maximum development and are decayíng. As a result,

fluctuations in the depth of maximum development will produce significant

fluctuations in electron numbers at sea 1eve1. The standard deviation
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of the lLuctuations in the depth of maximum development is of the order

of 1-0Og . -2 fo, a 1O16eV proton ptímaty, which produces a fluctuation

in electron numbers at sea leve1 of about 3. The reduction for iron

nuclei is about a lactox of 2. For a mixed composition, the distribution

of average depths of maximum development for showers produced by different

nuclei will lead to a further contribution to the observed fluctuations.

Thus, studies of shower fLuctuations should lead to some indication

of the prinary mass. The choice of suitable ground patameters, one

related to shower energy and another related to shower development, is

important. Studies of muon to electron ratio fluctuations appear to

exclude heavy primaries at fOl-5-rO16"V (Dzibowsk í et aL, Ig77). Recent

studies have concentrated on investígatíng individual showers. Suitable

pairs of parameters have been considered by Dixon and Turvet (L974).

Smith and Turver (L973) considered this approach with optical Cerenkov

pulses. Several groups have developed the Cerenkov techniquer' in

particular the dependence of Cerenkov pulse width on the height of

maximum development has been used by the Adelaide group (e.g. Thornton

and CLay, LgTg). A11an (Lg7lbrc) investigated the properties of the

radio emissíon, in particular the Latera:.. distribution, as an indicator

of the depth of maximum development, as will be discussed in the next

chapter.

Techniques are being developed to study individual shower

development curves, for comparison with shower energy. The Cerenkov

pulse shape itself can be used for this purposer'in fact, an axray

of Cerenkov detectors can be used to reconstruct the development curve

(in Cerenkov light) of individual showers, including the artivaL

directions, without any partícle information (Orford and Turver , L976).

The 'Fly's Eyer experiment at lJtah, designed to detect the atmospheric

fluorescence emission from very Laxge showers t màY also be used to
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trace shower development (Elbert et a1 t L979). Such techniques,

in suitable observing conditions, ate, in principle, highly suited

to the study of primary composition.
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C}IAPTER 2

RADIO EMISSION

2.I Introduction.

visible cerenkov light emitted by highly relativistic cosmic lay

particles was first detected in L952 (Galbraith and Jelley , L953) '

operation at Limitations imposed by the need for low background light 1ed

Je11ey (1958b) to consider the use of microwave frequencies' The

V dV spectrum of Cerenkov radiation would Lead to a low signal to noise

ratio at such frequencies. However, because the wavelengths become

comparable with the distances between particles in the shower, coherence

would be expected with a considerable enhancement of signal' Never-

theless, for a shower with equal numbers of positive and negative

particles, the emission would be effectively cancelled out at wave-

lengths gxeatex than a few centimetres'

2.L.L Charge excess mechanism.

rn 1962 Askaf'yan pointed out that positron annihilation in flight

and also the production of Compton and secondary j'onisation electrons

1 ô rays) lead to a net negative chaxge excess in the shower, which he

calcuLated to be as much as 10% of the total number of particles at

maximum development (eskar'yan Lg6z, l-965). This leads to greatly en-

hanced field strengths, since for N emitting particles t aîd a ctlarge

excess.b, the intensity is proportional to (EN)2 rather than N, as fof

incoherent emission. For N=107, E=0.1, this increase is of the order of

los.

More recent work has shown the charge excess to be a decreasing

function of shower particle energy, with the main contribution being

from the Compton pfocess. For the model of Fujii and Nishimuxa (L97O),
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the excess v¿ries from 20% at 2 MeV to 77o at'1OOMeV.

2.L.2 Geomagnetic mechanism.

I
Askaryan (L962) also drew attention to a suggestion by Goldanski

of the possible contribution to the coherent emission by a shower dipole

moment set up by chaxge separation in the earthes magnetic fie1d.

Following the detection of radio emission at Jodrell Bank by Je11ey et

aI (L965), the influence of this field was considered by Kahn and Lerche

(1966). They found, for a sirnple mode1, that this mechanism could be

the dominant one. The field exerts a force on the moving particles:

I=qIxB

The deflection of positive and negative particles to opposite

sides thus sets up a dipole moving through the atmosphere. Coupled with

the continuous production of electron positron pairs, this leads to a

transverse current in the shower. In fact, it is this transverse current

which they found to be the dominant source of emission, followed by the

charge excess (or renhanced Cerenkov' mechanism), with a suggestion that

the electric dipole may be significant at higher frequencies. The first

successful demonstration of an asyrnmetry related to the geomagnetic

field was reported at the Calgary conference in L967 by Prescott et

al (1968).

2.L.3 Atmospheric Electric Fiel-d.

The possible contribution of the earthts electric field to the

generation of radio pulses was first considered by Wilson (L957 ) and

later by Charman ín 1967. In fine weather the field is vertical, with

a typical gradient of the ord.er of IOOVm-t, lurtrng steadily with altitude
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_,1
to 0.1 Vm 

*, at about z)krî height. The field may however reach values

of 50 kvm-1 below thunderclouds, and even higher values within the clouds

themselves. There may be significant vari'ation in direction as well

(Chalmers , L957, Mason I97:.).

Charman considered three possible mechanisms; transverse charge

separation for showers at :.arge zenitll' angles, longitudina:. separation

for vertical showers, and radíation produced by the movement of 1ow

energy ionisation electrons. (Charman 1967, 1968, Charman and Je11ey, L968).

It is expected that transverse charge separation will rival the

geomagnetic field as a mechanism when E, - Br., Which for the earthrs

magnetic field of about 50 prT would require electric field strengths of

some kvm-t fo, a comparable pu1se. For a main1y vertical electric fíeLd,

showers from Large zenit}:, angles will be more 1ike1y to produce radia.tion

from this mechanism, although the variation in direction of the field

during disturbed atmospheric conditions probably does not a11ow the

directions of individual showers yielding lsuspiciouse pulses to be

examined too c1ose1y.

The longitudinal charge separation was found to be insignificant

in comparison with the charge excess mechanism. However, this is not so

with the movement of slow electrons before their capture in times rangíng

from tens of ns at sea 1eve1 to hundreds of ns at 2Okm aLtitude.

Charman's calculation suggested that for h'orizontal showers this mechanism

may be more signilLcant than the charge excess mechanism at frequencies

below 10MHz. Sivaprasad (L978) made use of the results obtained by Crompton

(L974) for the drift of electron swarms in dry air, and found that the

resulting field strengths were only a tenth of those due to the geomagnetic,

with the spectrum continuing to lower frequencies.

Anomalous pulses associated with thunderstorm activity have been found

by the groups at Mt. Chacaltaya, Bologna, Haverah Park, MSU and ourselves.

(Hazen, Hendel 'Lg.?Lr Mandolesi et aL, L974, A11an et al , L975,

Atrashkevich et ¿L, L975). The proportion of such pules varies from
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array to array, being about IOTI at MSU, but ortLy L/o at Havexah Park. For

work involved. with primary composition, contamination by such a variab1e

mechanism must be considered in experimental design.

2.L.4 Other mechanisms.

A number of other mechanisms which might produce xadío emission

have been suggested. However none has been found which compares with

the geomagnetic, geoelectric or charge excess mechanisms. A summary of

such mechanisms has been made by Je1ley (1965). Owing to the low

conversion efficiency of shorver energy into radio emission, the poss-

ibility of a significant contribution to the emission from some other,

as yet unidentified, mechanism, cannot be ruled out. In this context,

the question of the large and varying fíeld strengths at 1ow frequencies

is yet to be resolved (Crouch, L979).

2.2 Radio Pulse Calculations.

There are several avenues of approach to the calculations of the

radio emission. Maxwelles equations may be applied to the shower as a

who1e, using suitable simplifying assumptions and approximations to

reduce the mathematícal complexityr oF one can consider the radiation

mechanisms in turn, car.cu:.ate the yield fxom a single particle and then

integrate the result over the whole shower taking account of coherence

conditions, phase shifts and so on. A partícuLax example of the Latter

approach is Allanes adoption of the Feynmaî treatn'ent fox xadiation

from a charged particle.

2.2.L The Macroscopic Approach.

The first calculatíons adopted the rmacroscopice apptoacla,
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app]-ying Maxwell's equations to simplified models of the air shower.

Kahn and Lerche (1965) regarded the shower structure as a disc travelling

vertically down, neglecting curvature and shower development, changes

in atmospheric density and the effect of Coulomb scattering (Lerche t 1967).

Fujii and Nishimura (1970 ) and Castagnoli et al (1969) extended

these caLcuLations. Fujii and Nishimura appLied both one dimensional

and three dimensiona1- cascade theory, and included the effects of altitude

vatiation, the shape of the shower front and the LateraL distribution

of the transverse current in the showef. castagnoli et a1 used a 3-D

Monte Carlo caLculatíon of the electron cascade development, ffid included

Coulomb scattering.

There was gener a! agreement among these authors for the relative

importance of charge excess and geomagnetic mechanisms. The transverse

current set up in the shower disc was found to be dominant in the tens

of MHz raîge of frequencies, with charge excess becoming significant

at higher frequencies. These caLcuLations all assumed an infinitely thin

shower disc, introducing the effects of finite shower thickness as a

convolution. As will be desc¡ibed 1ater, this leads to a discrepancy

with more recent work which concludes that chaxge excess might be more

significant at lower frequencies (Shutie L973).

Approaches to the calcuatíons using Maxwelles equations tend to

be time-consuming and complícated, and the nature of the results to be

expected is not intuitively obvious at the start of the calculation.

It was not until Allanrs application of Feynmanls formulation for the

radiation from a relativistic particle that the problem became easier

to visualise.

2.2.2 The Feynman Treatment.

In 1967, Allan proposed a completely different approach to the
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problem of calculatíng th.e radíation,

electrodynamics due to Feynman (1963),

based on the formuLatíon of

ví2.

)+¡

7 cdt
rd e

7
r

l)
I

7+
d2e

d(c
-q

4n ee t +

wherer^e-is the vector in the direction of the charge, and r its distance,

both measured at the retarded time.

For a relativistic particle, only the third term is significant.

The radiation is thus given by the product of the charge and the apparent

angular acceleration as seen by the observer (i.e. at the retarded time),

viz

Since the application of the formula is limited to highly energetic

particles, low frequency calcuLatíons obtained by its use should be

treated with caution. The Feynman treatment includes both the tnear

fieldt and lfar fieLdo components of more conventional approaches.

The formula is applicable, in principle , to aLL the possible

mechanisms of emission. Thus, simplified models of shower development

and paxticle motions may be used to al1ow the visualisation of the main

features of the emission far more easily than the approaches using

Maxwell0s equations. The radiation is calculated by considering the

acceLerations of the shower partícles responsible for the emission,

namely the electrons and positrons. The caLculation proceeds as fo1lows.

The total aîgu:.ar deflection of the soft component as a function of the

observed time is obtained. Double differentiation of this 0-t curve

produces the shape of the radío pu1se. The frequency spectrum follows

by performing a Fourier Transform on this pulse.

The general shape of the 0-t curve is determined by geometrtcal-

path dillerences and the refractive index of the atmosphere. At large
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radiaL distances, the emission from the early stages of the shower

development arrive in sequence close together, while that from Tater

stages is more spread out. Even without considering the effects of

individual mechanisms, this produces a 0 -t curve with an initial sharp

rise followed by a slower increase as emission from the Later stages of

the shower strikes the antenna. Double differentiation produces a

sharp pulse followed by a long overswing, the areas under the pulse

being equa1. This yields a frequency spectrum which is flat in the

tens of Iltftlz range, faL]-ing off on both sides (see fig 2.L).

Near the shower core, the effect of the refractive index, itself

depending on atmospheric density, becomes important. By slowing down

radiatíon from the earLy stages of shower development, the temporal

order of arríval of the emission at the antenna is reversed for sma11

core distances. For a radia1-Ly symmetric mechanism such as charge

excess, the signal on axis will be zero.

The Feynman treatment does not specifícaLly include the Cerenkov

angle. In fact, there is no sharp change in the character of the radiati'on

as the particle energy drops below the Cerenkov threshold (A11an, I97Ia)-

The simple treatment by Colgate (L967) refers to this Latter case, where

díffraction effects play a dominant ro1e.

2.2.3 Shower thickness.

The discrepancy between the calculations of Fujii and Nishimuxv (1970,

I97L) and those obtained using the approach pioneered by A1lan (L967,

L97L) can be attributed to the effect of shower thickness. The longitudinal

distribution of particles in the shower depends on their energy t and iî

partícuLar, the higher eîergy particles are concentrated closer to the

leading edge of the shower than are lower energy particles. This implies

that the upper frequency limit to the radíation is not necessaril-y limited
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by the shower front thickness. Fujii and Nishimura assumed that the

effect of the longitudinal shower structure could be taken into account

as a convolution with the radiation calculated for an infinitesimally

thin shower. In other words, the spectrum of the calculated. radiation

could be multiplied by the Fourier Transform of the longitudinal shower

structure function to yield the etruer spectrum. (This appears in large

part to be responsible for the steeply farLing Cu-ål spectrum presented

by these authors in 1969). Since the c,harge excess is largely associated

with lower energy electrons whose deflections, because of longitudinal

ragt wiLL be observed later than those of higher energy exectrons, the

radiation will be associated with lower frequencies than would be the

case for a ethins disc. The longitudinal shower sbrr-rci;ure thus plays

a víta:. role in determining the relative significance of the different

mechanisms as a function of frequency.

2.2.4 The Kharkov Work.

The calculations by the Kharkov group consider the explicit

expressions in the frequency domain for the radiation produced by

individuaL particles, for pattícular mechanisms and then integrate over

the whole shower, taking account of Coulomb scattering and coherence

conditions. Their approach perhaps lacked the elegance of the Feynman

treatment t and the results were somewhat different in nature from those

derived with the ratter technique. They considered the magnetic

bremsstrahlung (synchrotron) mechanism (Kaminsky et aLrl977 ) and Later,

charge excess as well (Volovik et al, L976). The lateral distributions thus

obtained show a dip which is more pronounced for early developing showers,

and becomes larger and moves closer to the axis as the frequency increases

(150m at 30MHz to 75m at IOOMHz). The shape of the spectrum is largely

determined by interference conditions. Comparisons of two measured spectra

with fitted curves suffered from an apparent lack of directional information

lor their data, thus allowing an extra vaxiable for curve fitting (in
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addition to the height of maximum development) '

The synchrotron mechanism, btiefLy considered by Je11ey (1965) is

a special case of the geomagnetic mechanism, and is therefore, in prínciple,

included naturaLLy in the treatment by A11an and colleagues-

2-2.5 Developrne nt of the Feynman Treatment.

Al1an's approach has been adopted by several authors' C]-ay (L972)t

Hough (Lg73) and shutie (Lg73), used more sophisticated models of shower

development.

Hough used Monte carlo caLcuLations to obtain an energy by height

matrix of neutral pions, whose ð,ecay initiates the developnrent of electro-

magnetic cascades. The resulting electron distribution was stored as a

matrix with dimensions of atmospheric height , tadia! distance and enelgy'

The later¿1 displacements and delays due to geomagnetic deflections of the

electrons were estimated, after A11an (1971Ð as:

.32D
Dg

_ .05LLg = -Þ-P

where D and L are the known LateraL displacements and delays (due to Coulomb

scattering) and P is the pressure in atmospheres.

The calculation was performed for an observef on the I-W axis, fot a

horízontal N-:S geomagnetic fíeld, arrd partíc1es lying on the ErW p1 ane'

This restriction leads to a slight steepening of the calculated LateraL

di st ributions .

Shutie considered further physical pfocesses (bremsstrahlung, ionis-

ation 1oss, Compton scattering). He calculated the magnetic deflection

by following individual electron tracks, splittíng thern into segments and

caLcuLating from the radius of culvatuxe in the geomagnetic fie1d, the

deviation due to the fie1d, together with (random) scatter.
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The results of this approach differ in details only as the

caLculations are made more sophisticated, and the general outline remains

unchanged. In particular, the latera:-. distributions depend mainly on

the height of shower maximum, although not as strongly as first appeared

to be the case (Al1an, L97Ib). The intuitive expectation was that the

pool of radíation would contract as the shower develops Latex in the

atmosphere. The most recent results, those of Shutie (L973) suggest

that beyond 150m, the fieLd fa1ls off exponentially, with a similar

exponent fox atl- showers. The field strengths at these distances

decrease for late developing showers. Since emission from later stages

of shower development arrives much later than that from earlier stages

it is the high frequency components that are mainly affected by emission

from early stages of shower development. However, îear tlre axis, the

reversal in the relative times of arrival make this region more sensitive

to changes lower in the atmosphere. There is a region, between 50 and

100m from the axis, where the field strengths are relatively independent

of shower development, although not so usefully independent as first

appeared from the work of A11an (L97Ib) and Hough (L973).

Analogous to the effects on the lateral distribution of different

shower developments are those on the frequency spectra. It was expected

that the shape of the frequency spectra should depend strongly on shower

development. At large core distances, diffraction effects might be

expected to result in a loss of high frequencies for late development;

however, at such distances, greater than 200m from the core, extraction

of the signal from noise is becoming increasingly diflícult. At lesser

core distances the main effect of later developments is to reduce the field

strengths with little change in spectral shape. Below about ZOVftz, the

charge excess mechanism appears to become more significant, as previously

ment ioned.

Diagrams of the effect of changing the height of maximum development
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on the tateraL distributions and frequency spectra are presented in fig.

2.2. These diagrams, extxacted from the thesis of Shutie (L973) refer to

the same shower development function, shifted up or down in the atmosphere.

It is possible to obtain unusual developrnent curves which may not have

a clearLy defined height of maximum (Shutie, 1973, Dixon and Turver,

L974). There is litt1e change in the xadio distribution for inclined

showersr. the significant pararneter is the depth of atmosphere through

which the shower has developed to reach its maximum.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON RADIO EMISS]ON

Following the detection of the radio emission (Je11ey et aL,

1965), experimentaL work was concentrated in several areas. Firstly,

the emission was studied for its own sake, t'o establish the mechanisms

involved. Secondly, there were hopes that xadio detection would enable

the construction of efficient air shower detectors at much lower cost

than conventional particle detectors (scintillators and water Cerenkov

detectors). Thirdly, particular features of the emission were studied,

not only for their intrinsic interest , but also in an eflort to establish

the nature of the primary particle flux.

3.1. Purely Radio Detection.

several groups have investigated the possibílity of dispensing

with particle detectors, relying so1ely on radio data for ¿n¿lysis.

Early hopes that the economic detection of very Large air showers might

be made possible with relatively few widely spaced detectors have

not been fu1fi1led.

The Michigaî group, working at Mt. Chacaltayat found that with

several antennas they could obtain shower directions in satisfactory

agreement with those obtained from particle detectors. However,

correlations between pulse heights and size and core distances were

poor. They were not able to dispense with a partícLe detector for

triggering and timing reference pulses. (Hazen et aL, L97O).

At Mt. Chacaltaya, 52OO nla.s.I., tadio emission comes mainly

from the very early stages of shower development, resulting in lluctuatíons in

pulse heights, even though most of the showers observed at this altitude

are faírly îear maximum development where the particle numbers are

changing relatively s1ow1y. This is in contrast to an array at sea leve1,
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where it is the electron size which fluctuates most significantly.

Several groups have considered detecting showers at Large

zenitl;- angles with long basel-ines to reduce interference. Radiation

frorn such showers is expected to have a greatex LateraL spread than

that from sma11 zenit}a angles. For a given electron size at sea level,

the total shower energy increases with zenítla angle (e.g. Charman,

L967 , Fegan et a1 , L968, Colgate , I97I).

These approaches have proved unsuccessful, and attempts to detect

showers so1e1y by their radio emission have been abandoned. More recently,

the detection of very large showers from their atmospheric fluorescence

emission has been considered. The 'Fly's Eye¡ experiment at Utah was

designed to permit investigation of the spectrum, composition and

anisotropies of showers at energie" 1016-t02l"V (Bergeson et ar,

L975arb). Preliminary results obtained with a prototype at Volcano

Ranch demonstrated encoutaging agreement between the shower analysis

obtained by the two detectors (Cassidy et aL, L977). Although the

collecting axea of the instrument may have been overestimated initíall-y,

recent reports show promise of its usefulness in tackling problems of

shower development and hence composition (Elbert et a1 , 1979) "

3.2.L. Mechanisms.

Much of the study of mechanisms has been aimed at distinguishing

between the two most favoured mechanisms, the geomagnetic and the charge

excess. There are two cornmonly applied tests. The simplest is to

record the directions from which showers come, compared with an unbiased

cö1lection of showers. At the latitude of Haverah Park, CaLgary and

Moscow, showers from the south will be more nearLy paralte.l to the geo-

magnetic field than those from the north, and the geomagnetic mechanism

will be less effective. For a given observed field strength, there should
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be more radio showers from the north than from the south. This then is

the so-ca11ed tN-S asymmetryr test for the geomagnetic mechanism.

(At a low latitude arxay, such as Mt. ttacaLtaya, wít]rl a lieLd

directed north-south, more xad:ro showers would be expected from the

east and west than from the north and south).

This test has lent support to the geomagnetic machanism at a

number of arrays ovef a :range of 2O-6OIlElz. (e.g. Prescott et aL, 1968,

A11an et aI L969, Abrosimov et aL L97O, Bxay 1969).

A further test is the measurement of the polarisation of

individual radio pulses, compared with that expected for different

mechanisms, (linear polarisation normal to the geomagnetic fíeLd, radiaL

polarisation (for charge excess) , vextical polarisation (for the electric

field mechanism). The test has been done with two antennas with planes

of polarisation normal to each other. TabuLated results indicate that

only a few showers are incompatible with a geomagrletic mechanism.

(A11an et aL, !977a, Khristiansen et aI, L97Iarb, Attashkevich, L975).

The errors associated wíth field strength measurements make such

conclusions difficult to quantify.

The dependence of the measured aîd calc!1ated polarisation on

the sine of the angle between the geomagnetic field and the shower axis

has been studied further. The MSU group found that the relatively few

pulses incompatible with the geomagnetic mechanism came mainly from small

angles to the fieId, whereas no such systematic effect was observed for

either the chatge excess or geoelectric mechanisms (Vernov et ar, r97o) ' This

was confirmed by tine CaLgary group, which found that the data were consistent

with an in phase admixture of radiaL poLatisation (e.g. charge excess)

(Hough et aL, l97O).

A more convincing result was the Ç¿Igaxy group's demonstration of

a linear dependence of the field strength at 22luftIz on VxB, with a
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contribution from other mechanisms amounting to about 15% of the

maximum geomagnetic contribution (Prescott, et aL 1968, I97L, Hough

et aI, I97O) .

The coherence of the emission may be checked by investigating

the dependence of radio pulse heights on shower síze. In the simplest

approximation the radio pulse amplitude will vary as N or t-lå for u

coherent or incoherent process respectively. Vrrith good statistics

and care to minimize noise conta¡nination, a linear dependence at sea

leve1 has been found (Allan et aI L97O, Vernov et a1 L969) , although

tlae CaLgary group found a kink in the spectrum which they suggested

might be due to a change in composition from iron to proton nuclei

at 1016-tO17ev (C1ay et al , LgTr).

nxperimental evidence for a geoelectric contamínatíon of the

emission was discussed in section 2.3. There is general- agreement

that the geomagnetic mechanism is dominant in the tens of MHz range,

with a contaminating contribution from the geoelectric mechanism

dependent on atmospheric conditions.

3.3 Latera:.. Distributions.

EarLy work produced 1 atexal distributions by sampling different

showers at dífferent core distances, and graduaLJ-y building up a

distribution. More recently the use of a number of antennas has allowed

the LateraL distributions of individual showers to be determined,

particu:-.arly with a view to investigating details of the shower development.

This work will be discussed below.

3.4.L Spectra

There is 1itt1e point deriving spectra lrom a comparison of

different experiments. Different detecting systems may operate at different
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energies, with different collecting areas, partícLe detectors, methods of

analysis and radio shower parameters such as xadíaL dístance and antenna

charactetistics' such comparisons by Fegan (7972) and Fergate and

Stubbs (Lg72) could be fitted by power 1aw spectra even steeper than the

_r2
V áependence calculated by Fujii and Nishimura (1970) , for their over-

simplified rnodel. The first measulements at one site were made by

S¡rencer (1969) with zenith pointed antennas pLaced neal the centre of a

simple scintillator array. Measurements were made on different samples

of showers, with different bandwidths, beamwidths and system noise

backgrounds. The normalised spectrum (44rLOsr239 and 408MHz) followed

an inverse power 1aw.

AtMt.Chacaltayatasinglelogperiodicdipoleantennapointed

off zenith was used to check signal strengths simultaneously at 57 t 85 ar:d

l77ItEIz. For a I imited sample of f ifteen showers, w¡th a variety of core

distances, the signal fell with frequency in the tatío 6:3:2 (Hazen et

aL, L97L).

The Kharkov group too used a system comprising a spiral antenna

with seven narrow band channels between 30 and 160MHz (volovik et ar'

Lg73). The spectra of five individual showers published showed a rapid

decrease from 3O-5OMHz (near the lower end of the antennars working tange)

and a smooth and slow change at higher frequencies. (Volovik et al t 1974) -

They did not measure shower arrivaL d.irections. Comparison of the spectra

with calculations has been discussed in section 2-2.

The group most directly comparable with the Adelaide group is that

at Bologna. The group used rboxing ringt antennas at three frequencies,

thus giving them a means of checking the polarisation of individual

eventsr (Mandolesi et aL, L976). Their results, averagedt are consistent

with a flat spectrum, but with sufficient uncertainty to accommodate the

spectral shape suggested by the calcuLations of Hough (1973) and Shutie

(1973), referred to in the previous section.
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The Ha',¡erah Park and IvISU groups have also recorded pulses at

more than one frequency simultaneously, but with separate antennas

and fecording systems. Signals recofded at Haverah Park were twice

as latge at 6OlvlHz as at 3oltl'lz (A11an et al , L97La), as reported at the

Hobart conference. Since then, their reported field strengths have

decreased; this is attributed to improved rejection of out of band

signals owing to the addition of rejection filters (A11an et a]-' !975)'

This serves to emphasise the uncertainties associated with field strength

comparisons with independent systems. The comparison of 32 and 58MHz

signals at MSU revealed considerable fluctuations from shower to shower'

The 'Spectrum" was almost f];at ovex the r aoge of core distances 50-200m

(Atrashkevich et a1, L97L, L973t L975)'

3.4.2 Other Frequencres.

Much of the work at Î.íg:ner and lower frequencies has been summarised

elsewhere (A1lan, I97LÐ. At lower frequencies measurements have been

made down to lOOkHz. The CaLgary group detected emission at ZZÌtÉlz and

3.6MHz but could not detect IOMHz pulses above the noise background

(prescott et aL, Lg7o, Hough et a1, L}TI). The discovery of very large

field strengths at 2I,[LIz (A11an et aL, Lg7O, stubbs ' 
L97L), 3-6IuElz and

lOOkllz (Gregory et aL, 1973), required a mechanism orders of magnitude

more effective than the geomagnetic (Allan, L972). Although the charge

excess mechanism is expected to become more effective than the geo-

magnetic below 2OMÍlz (Shutie , Lg73), ít falLs far short of explaining

these high field strengths. Polarisatíon stu<ties at óMHz support an

appreciable non-geomagnetic origin of the radiation (pelgate and Stubbs,

Lg72), although subsequent analysis has reduced the significance of

this conclusion (private communication).
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However, such high values have not been found in more recent work

at 2lülz at Yakutsk, Haverah Park and AdeLaLde (Khristiansen et aL, L972,

Atrashkevich et aL, L973, ALLan et aL, L973, CIay et aL, I973b ). ttre

earlier values were obtained from measurements on pulses submerged in

noise; the quoted values (of the order of lmvm-1 Wl"-I) are therefore

order-of-magnitude estimates on1y. Indeed, the repetition (with

improvements) of Stubbsa 2\4Ilz experiment yielded an upper limit on1y,

no pulses above noise being observed at aLL (C1ay et at, 1975, Crouch,

L979).

At 100kHz, emission with both diurnal and longer period time

variations was found, which defied explanations in terms of sptrrious

experimental contamination. This suggests the possibility of some

kind of time-varying contribution to the measurements at higher frequencies

a1so. At times of high field strength the energy in the radio pulse is

a significant f.raction of the initiaL air shower energy. In fact, an

extrapolation to about 3OkHz would require an energy equal to that of

the initiaL primary partícle (Clay et al, L973b). Interactions with the

geoelectric field have been considered, (Sivaprasad, L978), but the

calcuLated contribution is too sma11 to explain the emission. This

behaviour thus remains an unsolved problem.

At higher frequencies radio pulses have been detected by the Harwell

and Dublin groups up to 550MHz using both scintillator and Cerenkov

triggers, the latter being less core selective because of the fLatter

Lateral. distribution. A summary by Fegan (L972) suggested an inverse

square dependence of field strength on frequency, using selected data.

This spectrum extended down to frequencies where more recent work, with

the benefit of fu1l shower analysis for individual events, suggest a

flattening of the spectrum.
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3.5.I Radio Investieation of the Primary Mass.

A11anÎs investigation of the characteristics of the xad.i,o

emission has shown it to be highly dependent on the shower development.

since the transfer of energy to the electromagnetic pulse is more

efficient at higher altitudes, the energy in the radio pulse will be

greater lor a heavy nucleon than for a proton pximary, while the shower

size at sea.leve1 will be 1ess, except for the highest energy primaries.

The influence of the position of maximum development on the

LateraL distribution has received the most attention. It appears that in

the region 50-100m from the shower core, the lateral distribution, as

previously mentioned, is relatively independent of the details of shower

devel-opment, except for showers reachíng maximum d.evelopment near the

array. The differences between showers with different depths of shower

maximum show up at greater LateraL d.istances, where the distribution fa11s

off approximately exponentiaLLy. Calculatíons by Shutie on individual

cascades also indi cated that the effect of the zenith angle on individual

showers could be explaineö. Largely by the extra depth of atmosphere

between shor¡cr maximum and the antenna (Shutie , LgT3).

Work was conducted at Haverah park and also MSU, two air shower

installations which can provide a thorough shower analysis for individual

events, including artívaL direction, core location and a good estimate

of primary energy- Earry work at Haverah park appeared to support a

proton component of the radiation (Shutie , IgT3), but later an¿lysis on

a Larger sample indicated that no cLear conclusion could be drawn (Allan

et a1 , 1975) - There was as much scatter in the region where calculations

suggest 1itt1e dependence on shower development as at greater d.istances.

The problem is compounded by the reduced collecting rate of pulses at

such distances as a result of the falling lateral distribution. There may,
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as we11, be contributions to the fluctuations in emission from the

geoelectric mechanism. In consequence, the Haverah Park group has

now discontinued the radio work.

The MSU group, working at 32 and 58MHz, were Largely concerned with

the mechanism of the emission. However they did find the form of the

Tateral distribution to be correlated with the zenith angle, the muon

to electron ratio and the age patameter S; in other words a dependence

on the position of shower maximum. The lateral distribution as expected,

was found to become narrower as the shower maximum approached sea leve1.

The large fLuctuations in the form of the lateraL distributions recorded,

suggested the presence of a proton component in the primary f1ux.

However, the group did not commit itself to a more quantitative conclusion.

(Atrashkevich et aL L97I, 1973, L975, Khristiansen et aL, L97Ia). The

MSU group has now also terminated its radio work. The conclusions

regarding pximary composition from the radio Latera:.. distribution may be

summarised as folJ-ows; at Haverah Park, an earty indication of a proton

component , Later reconsidered, and at MSU, a tentative suggestion of a

proton component.

3.5.2 Dependence of Frequency Spectra on Shower Development.

The frequency spectrum of individual showers should also lead

to an indication of primary mass. It was hoped that the shape of the

spectrum would reflect the height of maximum shower development, but

catcu:-.ations suggest that in this rarLge of frequencies the shape of

the spectrum is not a sensitive parameter, but that the relative values

of the spectra díffer for different developments. This poor sensitivity

coupled with the significant change in the shape of the spectrum for

different lateraL distances makes this a less attractive approach than
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that of studying IateraL distributions at a fixed frequency. That

these LateraL distributions change only s1ow1y with frequency is clear

both from calcuLations and from experiment. (Shutie 1973, Atrashkevich

et aI, 1975).

3.5.3 Experimental Work.

The two groups which have recorded spectra lor individual showers

have been described previouslyr' the groups at Bologna aîd Kharkov,

neither of which have drawn aîy conclusions about the primary composition

on the basis of the spectra.

However, the principle of the determination of heights of

maximum development relies on the measurement of two pararneters, one a

good indicator of shower size and the other sensitive to shower develop-

ment. For an array with particle detectors comprising scintillators,

which yield the electron size at sea 1eve1, the method of approach can

be reversed. The field strength of the emission in the range 50-100m

is the better estimator of the shower size at maximum development, whil-e

fluctuations in the sea 1eve1 shower size xeflect fluctuations in

shower development.

The Bologna group has applied this technique, studying fluctuations

in the electron shower size, and the electron density at different distances

from the axis, with the radio field strengths as the independent parameter.

Their measurements were claimed to be consistent with a proton component

of the primary flux, on the basis that the lluctuations observed were

Larger than those expected for a pure heavy composition (Mandolesi et

aL, 1976, Baggio et a1, L977).

All groups working in the field have found it necessary to ignore

a certain fraction of events which are (usual1y) attributed to the geo-

electric mechanism. The possibiJ-ity of. such a contribution to the scatter
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in field strengths, even in fine weather cond.itions, cannot be ruled

out. Fluctuations in parameters would tend to be over_estimated and

hence favour a proton component. rt is perhaps significant that the

only analysis with a icontrolr gxoup of data, narnely that by the

Haverah Park group, did not find residual fLuctuations attributable
to shower deveJ-opment (A11an et a1 , IgTSa)".
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CHAPTER 4

4.I.I The Buckland Park Extensive Air Shower Axtay.

A plan of the Buckland Park Air Shower Array is shown in fig 4.I¡

a detailed description of its design and operation may be found in the

thesis of P.C. Crouch, and it was briefly described at the Plovdiv

conference (Crouch 1979, Crouch et ¿L, L977). At the time that the

present experiment was begun, the array comprised eight NE102 plastic

scintillator detectors, each of area ImZ and thickness 5cm. Five of the

detectors (the rfaste arrãyt AtB,C,D,E) were used with Philips XP1040

photomultipliers to estimate the shower direction, from fast timing

measurements. Two of these (ArD) and, the other three (FrGrH) comprised

the eslowt array. These detectors also use RCA8O55 photomu.ltipliers to

record particle densities at the different sites from which shower size and

core location are calculated.

The array was subsequently extended northwards by the addition of

three sites (trrJrK), increasing the area enclosed by the arxay from

8xl-03m2 to 3x7}4m2. These sites are used to record particle densities;

in addition particle densities are now measured in the remaining sites

(BrC/3) previously used only for timing measurements. Thus the ¿rta!

in its present form gives an improved analysis of showers far.Líog near

the rfastl array, as well as an increased collecting area for Laxger

showers north of the original array. A block diagran of the array

operation is presented in fig. 4.2.

The triggering conditions of the attay in its original form

required a coincidence of three of the four outer rsl-owr detectors at

the three particle 1eve1, in addítion to an output from the lfastt

array. Using detectors for both triggeríng aîd pattícle density
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measurement does lead to a problem with sma11 showers. Since upwardly

f.Luctuated densities are more likeIy to exceed the triggering thresholds,

there is a tendency for systematic overestimation of shower size. For the

expanded alrtãyt a cn.ange ín triggering conditions was made. The require-

ment is now a coincidence between sites A and D, at the six and eight

particle leve1s respectively (Crouct:, L979). This has a further advantage

of reducing jitter in the time at which the artay output txíggex is produced

relative to the passage of the air shower.

4.2 iShower Analysis.

4.2.L Timing Measurements.

The times at which the shower front strikes the four'fastr sites

AtBrDrE/ compared with hut 'C', a1low the calculation of the zenith and

azimuth angles of individual events. An estimate of the goodness of fit

of a plane wavefront to the times is then given by the parametsrrdl

which is given by:

(time measured-ti me cal cul ated
a

N

where N is the number of huts triggered by the shower. Although the

atray triggering conditions required aLL fast detectors to produce a

signal exceeding their respective discrimination levels, the coincidence

time interval is long enough that occasional signals arrive outside the

possible range of acceptable times as determined by the detector spacing

(-lZOns referred to 'Ct <letector). These events thus have less redundancy

in the determination of directions. Events with two such times, or with

inconsistent times (Laxge o ), were not used further in the analysis in

this thesis.

The accuracy of the measurement of arrival direction for average

-2U
4
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values ofÕ -4.5 ís 2.5sec0 (degrees) in zenit1n angle and 1.3cosec 0

(degrees) in azímuth.

4.2.2 Shower síze and core location.

The calculated shower direction and the measured particle

densities are used to calculate shower size and core location. A

TateraL distribution function of the fornt

f (n) = 47¡ exp (-R,/Ro )

is fitted to the densities, where R is the perpendicular distance from

the detector to the shower axis, and Ro is set at ó0m in the (initial)

analysis. A least squares minimisation routine is applied to find the

optimum core location and size for the shower.

The accuracy of the analysis has been investigated by P.C. Crouch

(L979). It varies across t};.e array and with size and direction. Typical

errors in core location for showers of 2xLO6 particles are as much as

15m in parts of the extended array, útt are less than 5m within the

rfastI array. A parametertt*" " i, ur"d as an indicator of goodness of fit.

The analysis program has no automatic provision for dealing with

events which saturate one or more detectors. It is, in fact, the recording

electronics which saturate firstr' the linearity of the photomultiplier-

scintillator combination has been found to be maintained up to this leve1

(P. Gerhaxdy, pxivate communication). Individual detectors also exhibited

variations in response from time to time which 1ed to the assignment of

anomalous densities (in particular detectors B and J).

These events, characterised by very Larg" yZ uuLues, can be re-

analysed individually, using a pÍogram developed for this application.

The tCosmic Ray Analysis Programr (C"R.4.P., Liebing L97B) recalculates
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core location and size. It aLlows the deletion of selected detectors,

as required, and also a11ows a ctrange in the scale patafrLetet used in the

Lateral- distribution chosen for the particle density distribution. This

reanalysis was done for all the showers used in the radio analysis. It

was clear that the particle density distribution used in the analysis,

tended to be too steep at larger core distances. Reanalysis of events

faLling near the edge of tlne array were best fitted with the value of Ro

increased by up to a factor of 2.5. Although the values of X2 ""t"
sensitive to this scale parameter, the actua,. resultant caLculated

shower sizes were relatively insensitive for events faLLing within the

att ay.

In generaL, ít is desírable not to use events which fal1 near the

edge, or outside, ttre arxay. Fluctuations can lead to spurious results.

For example, there are more smal1 events which can be lLuctuated upwards

flnan Large events fluctuated downwards. Consequently, the resultant

energy spectrum tends to overestimate the rate of such Latge events.

Where points on the density lateraL distribution curve are obtaitred

only on one side of the core, errors in the assigned size (and especialLy

core location) are much greater. Of the events analysed, two which were

)
given large X" by the initial analysis, proved to have sma11 density

Bradients across t};re array, suggestLng Laxge showers which LeLL fat

outside t1ne array. A number of events fel1 near the edge of the array;

these were retained in the further analysis , but with reservations.

Xrrors on the shower síze and core location were estimated from

2.
maps of X" calculated in a grid centred on the roptimumt core location

caLculated by the analysis program. The core location ellipse is

Largely determined by the position of the nearest detectors. Except for

shower cores falLing close to individual detectors, changes in core

location have comparatively litt1e effect on the estimated shower size.
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4.3 Antenna Location and Des ign.

Much of the recent work in detecting rad.io emission from air

showers has employed the so-ca11ed. "boxing ring" configuration of dipole

antennas, comprising two pairs of dipoles mounted on the sides of a

square, a quaxter wavelength above ground. This arrangement allows the

measurement of two perpendicular components of the emission (apart from

relative signs, if a detector is used). From the shower d.irection, as

measured by the arlr4y t and making an appropríate assumption about the

relative signs of the two components measured by the antennas, the total
field strength of signals emitted in the direction of the shower axis

can be calcuLated. The relative signs of the two components depends on

the nature of the polarisation of the emission, which in turn depends

on the mechanism. For a paxticuLar mecttanism (and hence polarisation),

on.ly one component need be measured in order to d.erive the total field.

In the present experiment, the initial aim of using one wideband-

width channel (40-15OMHz) effectively precluded the use of a boxing ring

configutation (although in the modified form of the experiment fina].]_y

adopted the use of such aî arraîgement of antennas in near proximity

was an option) - The fina]- choice was a 1og periodic dipole antenna,

which comprises a series of dipole elements arranged so that the length

and separation of the successive elements are related by a constant factor.
Thus, apart from the largest and smallest elements the structure can be

described essentia.lly in terms of angles. The phase of the transmission

line is reversed between successive dipole elements, and the antenna is
fed from the apex end., resulting in end fire rad,iation from the apex.

The properties of such an antenna in free space are ].og periodic in the

frequency domain, apart from some deterioration near the extremes of the

working range of the antenna. The polar diagxun is given, in simple terms,



by the product of a "dipole-like" response (for the indivídual elements)

and an "atxay-Ilke" response.

polar diagrams for 1og periodic antennas have been measured and

calculated. by a number of authors for different geometricaL factors and

apex angLes (e.g. Isbel1, L96O, Carrel, 1961). The polar díagram has been

shown to be relatively constant across the band, pattern break-up occurring

only at the extremes of the working raîge.

The impedance of such an antenna is constant across the bandwidth

only within certain limits, and this impedance variation must be taken

into account in deriving the spectra for individual showers.

In the event, a commerciaL 1og-periodic dipole antenna was used

(Antenna Engineering Aust. Pty. Ltd., Model 5O2). This is a 19 element

antenna, with the last three elements being the same physical length, but

helica11y wound to preserve the appropríate effective electxicaL length.

The ratio of successive element lengths is.85, and the apex angle 620.

The specified gain is 6dB (referred to al:.a1.l wave dipole). The antenna

was mounted on a pole over a ground plane near hut C, before the axtay

extensions were contemplated. Its location at that tine was chosen so

as to obtain events ovel a wide range of core distances. A diagram of

the antenna is shown in fig 4.3, and its location in fig.4.L.

4.3.I Impulse Response.

It is important to note that such a multiband antenna is gwidebandr

sense of maintaíning a wide frequency

relations across the total bandwidth.

of the antenna moves down Ë,he antenna

applies to other wideband antennas such

36

response, but does not preserve

In simple terms, the working

as the wavelength increases. This

as the spiral antennas used

in the

phase

point

also

by the Kharkov and Dublin groups.
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The transient behaviour of 1og periodic dipole antennas has been

studied by several authors (see for example , Langenberg, 1979).

According to the simplified caLculation of Knop (1970), who assumed

a model in which only the half-wavelength dipole tadiates, the impulse

fesponse takes the form of an oscillation rapidly decaying in frequency t

the instantaneous frequency depending on the apex angLe Zurand time t, viz

f I
4tancrt

The envelope of the response reaches its maximum at some time t t

ar - 
IL' - 4-t"" o f

p

where fp is a frequency in the pass band of the antenna. For the

antenna used at Buckland Park, this suggests an impulse response of the

order of 15ns in length. Fig 4.4 presents a sample caLcuLatíon of the

response for a vertically incident impulse and lot a somewhat idealised

antenna admittance dependence on frequency. A more sophisticated

caLcuLation with a more realistic antenna model would be needed for use

in deconvolving required signals. Construction of another eidentical0

antenna (or a scaled down pair of antennas) to al1ow transmission

from one to the other would a11ow an experimental lesponse to be

measured. (Such a procedure has been used to obtain the "doub1e" impulse

response of a pair of spiral antennas (Pu1fer, 19ó1).) The response

will depend on the arrival direction of the received pulse, owing to

phase differences between successive elements. For use with relatively

nafrow band receivers (such as ate used in the multiplexed system to

be described below), the antenna dispersion is not laxge enough to be

significant.

4.4.L Preliminary Work and Pilot Studies.

The first proglram fox determining the spectrum of the radio emission
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at Buckland Park, a relatively quiet site (CIay et aL, 1973), comprised

the 1og periodic antenna feeding, via a bandpass filter, into a wideband

(40-180MHz) arnplifying system with a total gain of ó0 dB. The system

was run during ear:..y morning hours wtren television transmissions were

off, and the undetected output was displayed directly on a Tektronix 7904

oscilloscope, running on ZOns/division. For several reasons, no measurable

radio pulses standing out above noise were observed.

The factors contributing to this were as follows: firstly the

1eve1 of interference proved to be Laxgex (by a factor of about three)

than values for the natur aI background (-el1-¡ V^'Irl,ft1"-I t e.g. David and

Voge, 1969). The running time for data colLection was thus increased

by a factor of about eight from the initial estimate of 1-2 pulses

per fortnight" A spectrum analyser was used to investigate the sources

of backgxound noise; a number of transmissions in the band were 1ocated.,

and the effective contribution to increasing the background 1eve1 calculated.,

the sources are shown in lig 4.5.

In addition to the background 1eve1, the task of identifying radio

pulses was complícated by the non-uniform phase characteristic in the

impulse response of the ¿ntenna, as discussed above.

A further shortcomirrg of the system was the triggering arr¿ngsrngnl.

The oscilloscope was triggered directry by the particLe array rfasti

trigger, rather than the rslowr trigger, since the delay required in the

radio signal would have both limited the bandwidth and ¿1so produced

excess jitter in the position of the radio pulse on the screen. However,

even with a'fastt trígger, jitter in the position of the pulse on the

screen simply from array geometrical conditions amounted to 5ons for

showers with zenith angles less than 45 degrees.

This experiment was abandoned in the form described above, after

observing no pulses standing out above noise at aLr in a period of ten
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months. Checks were then made to detect pulses at spot frequencies.

A 5OMHz receiver with a bandwidth of *7MIlz was used in place of the wide-

band amplifiers. The traces were analysed in the now traditional way of

measuring the largest amplitude in each of several time intervals, one

of which includes the expected arrivaL time of a shower-coincident pulse.

The deflections are squared (for a Linear detector) and added, for each

interval. The average for the "noise" bins is then subtracted from the

"signal plus noise" bin to yield, in principle, the square of the signal

field strength.

The results of these investigations were as follows: operating

the 5OMHz receiver (RHG model EVT5OBB63) from the 1fast'g trigger (i.e

a coincidence between the detectors in the inner 3Om array), ZAO events

satisfying noise criteria were observed. The traces were divided into

10 channels, each of 200 ns length, with the signal expected to be

confined to one channel. The plot of the means of the ten channels is

presented in fig 4-6, a significant excess is present in the eighth

(and to some extent) the seventh channels. However this time is in-

consistent with that expected for emission associ ated with the showers

themselvesr' the expected column for excess is marked on the plot and

is not significantly higher than the other noise channels. The presence

of this interference, occurring some 750ns after the expected arrival

time of shower associated pulses, was also observed when a l?Olttrlz

receiver (RHG modeI.EVTL?O?ORFI) was used in the same arrangement in

place of the 50MHz receiver"

The source of this interference may be a combination of several

factors. The signal from the antenna passed through a length of cable

to the receiver, and a lurthex length of cable (for delay) fed the signal

to the oscilloscope. On setting up the system, some interference was

observed in the eighth and ninth channels; this was tracked down to pick
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up between the cables carryíng paxtic]e information from the detectors

and the cable carrying the very 1ow leve1 rað,io signals. Rerouting

the radio cabre reduced the leve1 of this interference. (similar

interference pulses at other times were present on some trac€sr

consistent with particles travelling through detectors at other times).

rt would appear, however, that the problem ü/as not entirely cured.

The system was modified, using the same 5OMHz receiver but with

the standard 's1owe trigger, reducing the rate of triggers by a factor

of about six. The receiver was placed in a box mounted at t;ne base of the

antenna po1e, and operated with greatex gain. The signal cabre was arranged,

to cross the particl-e array cable at ríght angles. The data were analysed

in a way similar to the above; traces were d.ivided into blocks and the

largest excursion in each block measured and recorded.

A block of 229 events recorded in July and August, L976 was

treated in this way, and divided into 9 channels. The expected position

of the radio signal being in the second channel. A sign iflícant excess

was observed in this channel and was used to estimate the normalised

field strength. Shower sizes arrd directions were known for individual

events- The plot of mean field strengths appears in fig. 4.7. The

conditions of operation were such that the receiver operated in the

linear section of its characteristic (fig a.g). The normalised field

strength of the excess signal is of the ord.er of lopvm-t *r-t.

A block of 327 events, of smaller average shower size, recorded

subsequently to the above was analysed by splitting traces into only five bins.

An intermittent source of interference appearing Later in the trace con-

taminated about half the events. This was prod.uced while another experiment

was being conducted on some nights, and was caused. by rad,iation as a result
of the earthing arrangements associated with the array and, anciLLary

experiment electronics being spread between two caravans with separate
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mains supplies. The plot frorn tlnis data, omitting the obviously

contarninated events, had no signif icant excess in the expected channe.l

(Êig 4.9a). From this b1ock, 41 events larger than 5x105 particles

at sea 1eve1 were considered, but also did not yield an excess (fig a.gb);
however with the number involved, the statistics were poor.

The net effect of these 5OMHz observations was to establish an

approximate value for the radio fie.ld strengths , and to define some of the

operational problems, particularLy with regard. to ,1oca1 interference.

4 ^4.2 Test transmissions.

Test transmissions at two frequencies 50 and 12OMHz were maô,e

as a check on antenna operation, and in particuLar on delays. A square_wave

modulated signal was transmitted via a simple folded_dipole antenna in
each case- The time of detection of the received signal was measured as

a function of test antenna-to LpD antenna distance. The result (fíg a.g)
is consistent with a short internal d,eLay in the antenna.

4 -5 Modified Reco stem.

on the basis of the experience gained with the wideband system, a

modified recording system was set up, with the following design character-
istics in mind: firstly, the desirability of as wide a bandwid.th as

possible; secondly, tlne use of varicap-tuned mod.ules to f aciLitate tuni¡¡g

adjustment; third,ly, triggering arrangedl so as to reduce jitter in the

expected position of the pulse on the trace to a minimum; four thry, signal
multip'lexing in order to display al.r channels on the one trace ; finaLry,
careruL attention to cable layout and. routing. This system will be

described briefly be1ow.
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4. 5.L Multiplexing System.

The radio detection system in its present form comprises

several sections. The 1og periodic dipole antenna is connected

to a wideband low-noise preamplifier (the design from CSIRO

Division of Radiophysics, and noise figure less than zdB). The

preamplifier is mounted at the base of the antenna mast (see Fig.

4.10). To avoid preamplílier saturation a fi:.tex was added between

the antenna and preamplifier to reject f.m. radio transmissions at

(92.L l¡tllz). Television interference (63-TOlvlx¡lz and lBliritHz upwards)

was avoided by restricting hours of operation to between midnight

and 6-30 a.m. The impedance of the filter varies significantly

across the band, and was taken into account in the calibrations as

described in section 4.512. A T.V. rejection notch flítter

was also constructed, but the matching was poor and its use was not

adopt ed.

The signal from the preamplifier is then fed through 40 metres

of cable to the recording van, to another preamplifier before the

signal is split to feed four television-type detectors. The second

preamplifier was necessary because the noise figures of the television

tuners, specified at spot frequencies, proved to be too large at

higher frequencies. The four detectors are based on Philips modules,

each channel comprising a vaticap tuner feeding an IF strip and then

the detector stage (fnltips modules U200, lJZlO, U23O). Front panel

screwdriver controls allow the individual adjustment of the gains of

the tuner and IF modules, and the frequency of the tuner. The outputs

of the detectors pass through delay cables to a multiplexing unit,

which switches in the channels at the appropriate time.

The multiplexer unit accepts two inputs from the array electronics.
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To reduce jitter in the position of the trace on the screen to a

minimum, the timing sequence is controlled by a pulse from the

discrirninator cmnected to the detector nearest the antenna (tC'fast).

With the array coincidence requirements, this implies that a pulse is

obtained whenever tl:,e axray records an air shower. A coincidence

circuit in the multiplexer triggers the oscilloscope only when a

txigger pulse from eC fast'g is followed by tl:e array output trtgger

pu1se. The output from the multiplexer is displayed as a single

trace on a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope, viewed by a Beattie Coleman

35mm carnera from which the shutter has been removed. The camera is

advanced by the array output trigger. The event time (which is

recorded on the analysed ar!¿y output) appears on four pulsed 7-

segment LED displays for each event for identification. The transistor

and teLay electronics driving the camera was a source of some inter-

ference and spurious triggering, aîd was later replaced by CII{OS logic

ar:d a solid state relay (i.e. an optocoupled tríac) with greatLy

improved reliabitLity. A block diagra¡n of the multiplexer is shown in

lig 4.LI.

As a check on possible gain fluctuations in the signal amplifiers,

a tunnel diode "impulse" generator was used. This provided a pulse with

FI,/HM of ,.k.,5 ns which was switched in the input to the spì itter at pre-

determined intervals of 20 minutes. From the risetime (1'2ns) and

falltime ('8ns) of the impulse (as measured by the Tektronix 7904

oscilloscope with specified risetime of '8ns) the spectrum of the

pulse was calculated to be flat over the frequency range used, and

was consistent with calibrations. The circu.it and pulse shape are

shown in figs. 4.I2 and 4.L3.

The rnain source of variation in gain was found on testing, to

be the detector module. This was largely controlled by using a
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thermistor in the gain-control line to the rF stage. Testing with a

hairdryer indicated negliglble thermal depend.ence in the performance

of the preamplifiers.

The frequencies chosen for the four-channel experiment were

determined LargeLy by background noise consid.erations. Although

a Logatithmic increase in frequency was considered desirable, within

a tange 45-L6oIMz, it turned out that the frequencies were more or

less evenly spaced, from 45\frlz to r35!tlJl'z. The selection was made

by adjusting the tuning voLtage in each module so as to obtain minimum

noise on the oscilloscope screen, at a time when television transmissions

were off. The background was later checked with a spectrum analyser,

which confirmed that three channels 1ay in gaps between manmade

transmissions, but there was an intermittent transmission in the

fourth (751{Hz centre frequency). Although the bandpass characteristics

of the tuners changed somewhat over the tuning range, especially at the

lower end, the response in individual channels could be tweaked with

trimming capacitors in the tuner and IF module. The bandwidths of the

channels were the same to within a few percent (see fig. 4.L4). Sources

of interference across the band, with filters in circuit, are shown in
1ig. a.5.

4. 5.2 Calibrations.

rn addition to the systematic impulse check on the gain of the

system, regul¿r caLibrations were carried out. The cable from the

antenna to the first preamplifier was replaced by a cabre from a

signal generator. From the measured values of the impedances of the antenna,

filter, and cable (measured from the sarne point), a coÍrection can be

made to relate signals from the antenna to signals from the generator.
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In general, given a xadiatíon field E, then the power W passing

through an aîea A is (e.g. (Kraus ,.L95O) l

2W=E A

T20T

where 120n is the impedance of free space. In terms of the radíation

resistance of the antenna R , and the voltage induced on the antenna

terminals , Yo,

))
W=E A=Va

LZCII R

The effective aperture of an antenna is related to the maximum gaín by

Gmax = 4r A/X
2

In terms of the ca1-:-bration procedure, if the impedances of

the preamplifier, antenna and cable from the generator are Zrt Z¿t Zçr

respectively, then the input to the terminals of the preamplifier in

terms of the field strength per unit bandwidth (Eu ) and polar díagram

F (0,0 ) is
Z +Z

rr-tPcv. = | ;--==- )1-L+L pa f (0, 0) (12Ott)

p'a ¡% dv

For the impedances and bandwidth used, the conversion constant

between v. ( uv ) and Ev ( p vm-lir,nr r-L¡ lot the four channels (for
1

signals from the zenith), is (.L4, .24, .33, .43) respectively.

The modulated signal frorn the generator (Wavetek model 1002 sweep

generator) was measured t and fed through a step attenuator to the pre-

ampLifier. The charactexistic proved to be linear from noise to close

to saturation. Linearity was also checked for short pulses using the
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rimpulser generator with the step attenuator.

4 " 5.3 Timing Measurement s.

The jitter in the position of the radio pulse on the screen arising

from the time taken for the shower front to move the distance between the

antenna and C hut is expected to be less than 40 ns. The position of the

pulse was checked by feeding an (attenuated) output from the C fast

discriminator ( apptopriately delayed) into one channel of the signal

multiplexing unit, ar:d also with the impulse generator which supplied

a txigger pulses to the inputs of the multiplex unit a fixed time

before producing the impulse itself. A block diagrur- of the arrangement

is shown in fig. 4.15.

Calculations indicate that the delay in the antenna for a 50-140

l"lEIz range of frequencies is less th¿n 10 ns, and thus can be neglected.

By sending a short pulse down the cable and observing the refl-ection

from the antenna, the tirne for 1ow frequencies to travel d.own the antenna

to the termination and back can be measured; the risetime of the reflected

pulse is 20 ns, comparable with the figure expected lor a 30MHz lower

1imit.

4. S.L Extraction of Signals from noise.

The problem of extracting radio signals from noise has taxed

all workers in the field. A number of techniques has been employed.

Given a continuous signal in the presence of background noise with

which it has a randomly varying phase, then the square of a enoiseg

measurement may be subtracted from a tsignal plus noisee measurement

to yield an estimate the square of the sígnal, averaged over a

number of events , viz,
))

I{(s+tt)'-lrt"} = I{S2+N2 + 2SN cos0 - N2} = I 52
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In the case of an impulse, the signal either adds to or subtracts

from the noise waveform in the time domain. For an individual trace the

best estimate of the signal was taken as the observed fiel.d strength at

that time, with error bars determined by the.level of noise on the rest

of the trace.

Prewitt (1978) has considered the effect in the frequency domain

of estimates of the most probable value of the signal for the case of

an impulse and gaussian noise. For smal1 signal to noise ratios, greater

than one, the measured signal amplitude overestimates the true amplitude,

by some IO% for a signal to noise (i.e. standard deviation ) ratio of

ZzL, increasing as the ratío fa11s. Thus the use of individual events

as described above with poor signal to noise ratío will introduce a

systematic overestimate of the field strength.

When many events axe available for analysis, however, then

the squaring followed by subtraction of tnoiser from rsignal plus noisel

is applicable.

4 .a.z Factors Contributing to Measurement Errors.

1. Errors in individual events.

On a number of traces an absence of signal in one channel

was observed. This was attributed to the presence of Ch interference

saturating the detector, which is capacitively coupled to the multiplexing

stage.

2. Errors on averaging over events.

The estimate of the baseline is a possible source of error

when onLy a limited sample of noise is available. If the rtruer baseline

is lower than the lrecordedr baseline, the signal (as measured by

averagíng over a number of traces) will be reduced. Indeed, if the error

is of broadly comparable magnitud.e to the signal, the effect may be
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to mask the excess. rf rrit represents a baseline error, and s and N

the signal and noise respectively, then the quantity computed will

involve , in ad.d.ition to the term 32 , a negative term

2 > d{lÐN,l l

The exact behaviour of the term will depend on the distributions of

the noise and signal components, especiaLty for signals submerged. in

noise.

The distribution of values obtained by selecting the peak value in

an intervaL wiII, in generaJ-, be different from that obtained by recording

instantaneous values, and v¡i1l depend on the width of the interval. This

means that more events will be needed for a statisti'caLly significant

result if un unnecessarily wide interval is chosen.

4.6.3 Background Noise and fnterference.

The presence of manmade sources of interference has already been

mentioned. The spectra of sources recorded some years apart are presented

in fis 4.5.

rn the absence of such sources, the main contribution to the

noise is expected to be the galactic background in the range of frequencies

used in the experiment, with receiver noise becoming more signíficant

at the higher frequencies (e.g. David and Voge, Lg6g). The statistical

properties of the background noise at Buckland Park have been investigated

(c7ay et a1 , L9734). rtre amplitude probability distribution (ApD) at

50MHz was studied with bandwidths up to IOMHz, and the noise pulse spacing

distribution (PSD) studied with a lOMI{z bandwidth for spacings between

200ns and l-00s. It was found that the departure fxom a simple Rayleigh

distribution for sma11 pulses to the so-ca11ed "power Rayleigh" distribution

Ì
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(see, for example, Spaulding et aL, L972) occurred at paxticularly 1ow

probability 1eve1s compared with those reported at typicar. Localities

(e.g. Spaulding et aL, L97L).

Simple pulse counting techniques were applied to the low probabiLíty,

high amplitude pulses. These pulses tended to occur in bursts, not

obviously always correlated to human activities.

The onset of the rpower Rayleight section of the APD was highly

variable and time dependent. The PSD confirmed, from its departure from

a strictly exponential forrn, that such relatively wideband noise pulses

are not randomly distributed.

These studies indicate that the background leve1 at Buckland

Park is comparatively 1ow. However there are intermittent sources of

interference ( apatt from transmissions), such as ignition noise and

purnping equipment operated by nearby farmers.
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CTIAPTER 5

RESULTS

Large pulses, clearLy standing out above noise were observed

on all four channels during the tirne that the experiment was

operational. The criteria used to select events for anaLysis will

be discussed in the next section, followed by the particle array

parameters of these radio showers. The next section deals with the

distribution of normalised field strengths, including anomalously

Large (normalised) pulses. The frequency spectrum of the pulses is

then considered. Finally, the implications regarding shower develop-

ment are discussed.

5.1.1 Pulse Selection Criteria.

The information obtained for each event comprised the film frame

containing one microsecond of output for each of the radio channels,

with the time and ( periodically) the "test" pu1se. The atr¿y (usua11y)

supplied timing and sLze and core location, together with an indication

of goodness of fít for both the shower arrival- direction and the fit to

the standaxd J_ateral distribution curve used in the analysis.

The selection criteria used were briefly as follows: The

requirement was that at least three of the four radio channels had

pulses at the rrightt time, greatex than any (noise) pulse on the trace

by a factor of two. This, somewhat arbitrary requirement was arrived

at by balancing, on the one hand, the errors in pulse height measurement

for sma11 pulses, with the rapidly decreasing number of pulses if the

selection criteria were made too stringent. On checking the particle

atray output, a decision was made whether or not to include the pulses
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in the analysis. Since it is only large showers which are expected to

yield radio pulses observable above noise, it is not unexpected that many

of these showers .land near the edges of the array where the core location

is poor and the fit to the assumed particLe lateral distribution also

poor. This must be taken into account when considering the acceptance

of events for further analysis (fig. 5.1).

Event parameters on all shorsers retalned in the
5.2 Normalisation. analysis are shown Ín AppendÍx B.

5.2.L Field strengths.

The measured field strengths of the observed rad.to pulses are

corrected for the antenna polar diagran, the mismatch between the

atrtenna and preamplifier, as discussed previouslyra'.d the antenna

polarisation, assuming a polarisation for the radio signal appropriate

to that produced by a purery geornagnetic mechanism. rn the set of
radio showers, the artival directions of the showers are such that this last
correction factor is close to unity, the largest correction being less than

2O7o. The arrival directions of the radio showers are shown in fig. 5.2.

5.2.2 Zenith Ang1e.

Idea11y, normalisation with respect to zenith angle could be done

from the experimental distribution of field strengths as a function of
zenlth angler' however the relatively sma11 number of events did not a11ow

such a normalisation to be done with confid.ence" As a result. the results
of the calculatíons of (in particular) Shutie (Lgz3) (and others previously
referenced) that the field strengths are rargely independent of the

depth of shower maximum¡ were applied. Namely, the field strengths should

not depend on zenith angle (provided the zenith angLe is not too large).
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There is independent support for this from Haveta1nPark (A1lan et aI,

L973a) .

,5..2.3 Geomagnetíc angLe.

It is customary to normalise the radio field strengths with

respect to the sine of the angle between the shower axis and the geo-

magnetic fie1d. In the presence of other radíation mechanisms (see

section 3.2.L)¡ this procedure will tend to overestimate the normalised

field strengths for showers arriving at smal1 angles to the geomagnetic

fie1d. For a LO% in-phase contribution from another mechanism for example'

this overestimate would exceed 70% fot angles less than 3Oo' The effective

noise floor of the normalised pulses will vary inversely with the sine of

the geomagnetic angle, introducing another possible source of systematic

overestimation of field strengths at smal1 geomagnetic angles'

Thegeomagneticangleandthezenitlnanglearenotindependent,.

the correlation between them for the set of radío showers is clear from

fis.5.3,whichindicatesthatfotagivenzenithangle,thedirection

tcnd to be that which maximises the geomagnetic angle. This tends to

lend yet further support to a geomagnetíc origin for the tadíatíon'

5r?-q Shower Size.

The normalisation of the measured sea leve1 electron shower size

was done using a simple mode1. As previously mentionedt showefs detected

by the Buckland Paxk attay are expected to be well past maximum development'

Fluctuationsinthesealevelsizeforagívenprimaryenefgymeanthat

normalisation of field strêngths with respect to a t017ev pxímary energy

(for purposes of comparison) can only be done by averaging over a number

of showers. The fluctuations in the "normalised" field strengths will
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depend, ¡inter-aliat on the electron síze rTuctuations. The elongation

rate also needs to be considered in the normalisation' In consequence,

on average, if the electron size at sea level depends on the prLmary

energy as Eo, then o is expected to be greater than 1'

The exponent can be estimated, rollowing A1lan, by assuming that

there is little change in the shape of the electron development curve,

so the paxtícle numbers depend both on the maximum size of the shower

and also on the shift in its position, thus

dN d
M,AXdN

N

X
MA'X

À
+

NMAX

(approximately), where tr is the shower attenuation length. Since the size

at maximum is simply proportional to primary eîexgyt and using recent

values for the elongation rate of '/Ognrcm-2, ," obtain

A shower of 106 particles then corresponds to a maximum of 5-6x-l'06

(A11an, l97La, Gaisser et aL, 1978) leading to

p 10,, ( 
låø,

85

A11an (L977a) also obtains this result but using a dillexent relation

between Xmax and EP.

This equation is an índication of what might be expected. For

high values of elongation rate t approacning gogrr ',. -'(as discussed below),

the exponent would be reduced.further. While there is little direct

experimental evidence for the behaviour of the attenuation length, it

may in lact íncrease somewhat with showef energy. A change in shape of

85E aN^p s)¿

E )
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the shower development curve (a broadening as energy increases) might

be expected to lead to just such an increase, increasing the exponent.

CaLculatíons of Grieder (Lg7g) indicated direct proportionality ( cx = I )

over the range fO13-tOl7eV, while the estimates of Wdowczyk (Lg75) from

the aeropLane data of Antonov and Ivanenko (L975), considered by Gaisser

et alt Gg78), is consistent with a:-69. The relation between sea leve1

stze and primary energy, extracted from the above, is indicated in fig' 5'4'

The equation above applies to vertical showers. The extra thickness

of atmosphere through which inclined showers have travelled results in a

smaller shower electron size at sea 1eve1. Assuming that differences

in shower development related to pressule may be neglected, so that the

depth of atmosphere through which the shower develops to reach maximum

is the same as for a vertical shower, then the only effect on sea leve1

shower size is the extra thickness of atmosphere. If the attenuation

length does not change significantLy, then for the value of ZOOgcm-2'""d

above , aîd. a totat atmospheric depth of lQOOgc^-', ,h. appropriate

correction factor is "-5(1-sec0).
The distribution of shower sizes for the radio showers is shown

ín ftg. 5.5.

5'3.1 Field strengths of the Observed Pulses.

The unequivocal rad.io pulses can be treated in several ways. In

the first place, the normalised field strengths of the emj.ssion is itself

of some interest, in view of the spread of values for normalised field

strengths recorded at other arrays. These may be summarised as follows:

l-. Haverah Park.

Field strengths of lo¡rVm 
t *r-t were reported in L97L at 60 MHz' More
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-1 -1recently, lower values of-.6UVm Itiflz have been reported, the

decrease being attributed to better out-of-band rejection as a result

of improvements in the band pass characteristics (A1lan et a1 , L97Ib,

L973a, I975a).

) M. S.U

The most recent field strengths quoted vteru2 pVm-l MHz-L ¿¡

58MHz (Atrashkevich et aL, 7975), for a muon shower s¡ze of lOs. (fnis

corresponds to about 1.4 pVm-l MHz-l for a l01 7eV primary).

3. Bologna.

Much higher field strengths of

(Mandolesi et aI , L976, Baggío et aI ,

some tens of UV*-l MHz-7

L977), observed at 60 MHz.

Thus there ate discrepancies between these three arrays aLL

operating with radio receivers tuned to similar frequencies. At

Haverah Park, particle densities are measured with water Cerenkov

detectors, the parameter p6oo being closely related to primary energy

(Hi11as et aL, L97L). The MSU group uses muon detectors, which, as

previously mentioned, also give an indication of primary energy. The

grounri indicators at both aÍtays are good indicators of primary energy.

At Bologna, tlae scintillation detectors estimate the electron

shower size at sea level. For these o1d showers, the particle numbers

are sensitive to the state of development as well as the initiat primary

energy. The Buckland Park detectors are also scintillators, with the

same characteristics. In fact both groups share some design features

common to the original CaLgary artvy. It is perhaps useful to check

whether the field strengths measured at Buckland Park are closer to those

of Haverah Park and M.S.U. than to those at Bologna.

rn fact, selecting only those events with clearly recognisable
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pulsesraîð.normalisingasdescribedabove'íncludingacortectionfor

I.frezenitlrangledependenceofthemeasuredshowersíze,thefieldstrengths

obtainedfallbetweenthosereportedatHaverahParkandM.S.U.,aîd

far below those from Bologna. The average of the field strengths for

thefourchannelsfortheselectedeventsarelistedintab]_e5'L;

theaveragefieldstrengthforthelowestthreechannelsisL.J}¡
-1 -1 -r- .^-^i -^-*:6^11t' lpcq at 1-ll( 

-1

.13 uvm - IvtÍIz , with the fourth channel maxginaLly less at L'40 t '19ilVm

1

Itflz--; these values are about mid-way between those most recently reported

at M.s.u. and Haverah park. These may be compared with the field strengths

calculated by various authors of -2vym-7 MHz-L, both from relatively

simple calculatíons (e.g. Allan, LgTLarb) and from the more extensive

caLculatLons of Hough (Lg73) and shutie (Lg73). The error limits quoted

do not take into account the uncertainties in the simplified mode1,

whicharenotexpectedtochangetheconclusiondrastically.

ItthusappearsthatthemeasufementsatBolognaare,forsome

r€âsoo¡possibly spurious, contaminated or are systematíca]-]y overestimated'

However, published data from Bologna show no significant dependence of

the normalised field strengths on geomagnetic angle' so

the behaviour of the pulses is consistent with theoretical expectations'

making a spurious origin of contamination un1ik91y (Baggio et aL, L977)'

Thehighvalueofthefieldstrengthsmaypednapsbeattrlbutabletosome

feature of the calibration procedure. Such possibilities were considered

atameetingofthethreegroups,arr(ltheresultsoftheirdiscussions

published (Atrashkevich et aI, L978)'

Field. strengths obtained at these arrays are compated in Iig' 5'6'

and Tabl e 5.2.

5,4 Characteristics of the Radio Pulses.

ThegeneraLcharacteristicsoftheradiopulsecLearLyobservable

above noise were examined both to confirm their behaviour with appropriate



TABLE 5. I Average Fiel d Strengths.

45 75 t05 t35

3.25 ! .41 3.36 !.52 3.93 ! .45 3.09 I .55

1.82 t .16 1.$! t.l8 1.75 x .16 1.40 t .18

NOTE : the errors quoted for the normalized field strengths do not take
into account the uncertainties in the npdel adopted for nornnl izing
the pul ses.

Frequency (mHz)

Fiel d Strength
(eu/sin o)

Fiel d Strength
(normal ized)
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TABLE 5.2

HAVERAH PARK

Allan et al

Al lan et al

Al lan et al

cOMPARIsoN OF FIELD STRENGTHs AND SPECTRA. (ruONMNIIZED \^,ITH RESPECT TO SIN a I^/HERE O¿ IS THE

ANGLE BETI^JEEN THE SHOI^JER AXIS AND THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD) .

FI ELD STRENGTHS Normal ized NORMALIZATION

M.S.U.

Atrashkevich et al (1975)

ADELA I DE

P resent \^lo rk

BOLOGNA

Mandolesi et al (lg16)

CALGARY

( i n uvm-l l{Hz-

5, lo, 5 at 32, 60, 105 MHz resp.

.9 ar 6O l,tHz

.6 at 6o t'tHz

t.8-2.0 ar 32,58tt¡lz
corresponds to - 3.\

I .75 at 45 - 105 MHz

I 5 for 46, 60, 65, I I o MHz

corresponds to - 20

.3 at 22 l4ïz (not corrected for
no restriction on zenith angle or
core distance) corresponds to - 7

N = 105
u

vert.l0l7eV shower

I 0r 7 eV showe r (es t i ma ted
with a simple model)

)

(lgzlu)

(tgtt)
(tgts)

Vertical
Vertical
Vertical

l017eV

lOl7eV

l017eV

showe r

showe r

s howe r

Average fiel d strength of
recorded pulses, Ne - 5 x lOs

IOB particles, average - ì07.
l017eV shower (estimated with a

simple model ).

Mean field over a decade of sizes,
Ne - l06 particles, sin cr - .4
on average. l017eV shower (estimated
with a simple model).

Prescott et al (1970)
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parameters determined by the particle array, and to check on their

consistency with a, La,rge:.y geomagnetic origin for the emission. The

dependence of the field strengths (normalised according to the simple

model previously described) on shower size and zenith angle was checked

(figs. 5.7, 5.8). These dependences are not independent, since detected

showers lrom Larger zenítn. angles are, oî aveîage, produced by higher

energy primaries. The average zeníth angLe of the set of radio showeÍs

is expected to be Larger than that for the total number of showers detected

by the array. The average angle for the array (without xegard fox size

dependence) is about 2I degrees (basically consistent with a .o"6ot70

dependence) compared with 24 +. 3 for the eradio' showers. It may be seen

ín fig. 5.9 that sma1l showers accompanied by xadio pulses do tend to

be more inclined than largex. (Events in the finaL restricted set less than,

aîd gteater than Zx7O7 particles have average zenith angles of 29t3 and

18 t 4 degrees respectively). Consequently, the use of a smaller attenuation

length in the zeníth angLe correction would lead to a further reduction

in the exponent relating electron size and pximary energy.

5.4..L Rate of occurrence of events.

On examining individual events, several points stand out. Firstly,

a number of events yield normalised field strengths which are completely

anomalous if a geomagnetic mechanism is assumed. Consequent,.y, the

possibility of an explanation for these events in terms of a geoelectric

mechanism was considered. Two events occurred within eight minutes on

Nov. 29, 7978, at a time when thunderstorms were reported in the area.

The first yielded, on careful xeanalysis of tlne array data, a field

strength which was 1¿rgg, but not anomalously so, while the other,

although a Large shower, ca¡ne from a highly unfavourable direction,

yielding a flat spectrum with normalised field strengths approaching
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lmVn Itlïlz
1

There were two other occasions when events occurred within a

short time; on one occasion, three events within 2.5 hours, for one

of which the normalised field strength was large, but the signal to

noise ratio poor. The event was not included in the final set of data.

No thunderstorm activity was reported at the time. On the third occasion,

two events were recorded within half an hour, again without thunderstorm

activity being reported. For one of these showers the normalised field

strengths were high. However, the particle density distribution was

unusually fJ_at, being best fitted with the value of Ro=165.

5.4.2 High Field Strengths.

Several well-analysed showers were accompanied by anomalously Large

pulses. Two such events (recorded three months apart) were both smal1

showers which fe11 near the antenna (approximately 2Om and 10m away).

The normalised field strengths were of the order of 20 and 2OOWro-l *r-1.

Neither event occurred at a time of thunderstorm actívity; cloud conditions

observed (during the days around the time of observation) were cumulus and

altocumulus,/altostratus respectively. Near the core one would not expect

a significant signal from a mechanism (such as charge excess) producing

radial polarisation. Two other events with high field strengths did not

fit the "pattern" observed for the above events. Both fe11 more than 50m

from the antenna and were more consistent with the geoelectric mechanism.

Cumulus clouds and light showers were recorded for the period in which

-1

one of those

In the

proportion of

geoelectric mechanism, the

Buckland Park array is not

showers feIL; the other occurred during

light of such events, it is clear that

events can be

¿lthough a certain

suspected of being at least in part due to a

number of thunderstorms experienced at the

in itself sufficient to prevent the collection

a thunderstorm.
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o1 data- There are, however, events which suggest the possibility of a

geoelectfic component at times when the prevailing weather conditions

would appear not to be favourable to an enhanced field.

This is in agreement with the evidence attested by other gloupst

as previously d.escribed (in sectioî 2.1.3). The vafiable nature of the

contribution is a sevefe hindrance in radio emission studies' To minimize

its effect would require not only monitoring varíatLons in the geoelectric

field but also , íd,eaLLy, catefu:- choíce or geographical location of the

array itself. Close study of individual events for consistency with any

mechanism requires a carefu1 re-examination of the particle atlray analysis,

to ensure that the rittíng was not unduly influenced by only one or two

detectors and that the shower landed in a region where tljle array analysis

is not influenced by shower fluctuations.

5.5.1 Radio Xmission ,Spectrum.

The field strengths for the four frequencies were calculated on the

assumption of constant antenna fesponse over the band. Differences in

the polar díagram of the antenna are not expected to be significant at

smal1 zenit}- angles, and the impedance correction is less than 70% for

all channels. Because of the Latge errors on individual pulses, thefe

is 1ittle information to be gained from inspecting individual events-

For the selected pulses, the lcaîge of Lateral distances is sma11, with

only two radio showers faLLíng further than 100m from the antenna' In

the less restricted selection of showers there is a greater proportion of

showers faLling at such distances. For the purpose of displaying spectra

details of the array analysis are not so important, so t,hat these

compaxatívely poorly analysed showers may be included'

The frequency spectta a:re presented in fígures 5-10-5-t2 fot the events

measured. Firstly, the spectra obtained by including all identifiable

pulses, íncLudíng those which occurred when either the axray recording
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electronics were not operational, or for which no convincing anaLysis was

obtained. It may be seen that the conclusion drawn from considering

the well analysed pulses is sustained. The results are consistent with

a fLat spectrum from 45-L05MHz while the field strength at L35MHz,

although reduced, has sufficient uncertainty to be consistent with a flat

spectrum as we11. Plots for events with core distances in the l:ange

4O-80m, and for those gteatet than lOOm are also presented, together

with plots for zenith angles less than and gteater than 25 degrees.

The plot for showers from Laxger zentth angles is essentíally for

showers developing on average furthex away from the antenna. The errors

on individual pulses conceaL any systematic differences for the various

selections of data. Paruteters which might be expected to influence

the spectrum of an individual puLse thus cannot be examined c1osely.

In summary:

1 Zenith Ansle (fie. 5.L4)

,showers fxom Latgex zenith angles have passed through a gteater

thickness of atmosphere and their spectra might be expected to be

similar to those of vertical showers which have developed high in the

atmosphere. However, for the range of core distances obtained in the

present experime.nt, the spectral shape is expected to be insensitive

to this height; e.g. Spectra extracted from the work of Shutie (L973) and

Hough (1973) for different heights of maximum development for various

core d,istances are shown in fig. 2.2.

2 Primary Xnergy (fLe. 5.15)

similarly, the change in the height of maximum development of

showers as primary energy increases is not expected to lead to any

significant change in spectral shape as a function of primary energy or
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sea leve1 size.

3 Radial distance (îie. 5.13)

In this limited range of radiaL distances no significant dependence

is expected or observed.

5.5 -2 Fluctuations.

Fluctuations in the spectîa alre comparable with the uncertainty

in measuring the radio pulses in the presence of noise. The uncertainty

in obtaining the spectrum for an individual shower might be affected by

changes in the receiver characteristics; but, as previously mentioned,

this was checked by sending a short pulse into the receiver at reguLar

intervals. Drift in receiver characteristics, was, therefote, not a

serious problem.

5-"6-I Depth of Maximum Shower Development.

As the electron síze at sea 1eve1 lor a given ptímary energy is

sensitive to the development of the shower, whereas the radio field

strength is, within limits, sensitive to the size of the shower at maximum

development, a simple model may be used to give an indication of the probable

height of maximum development. The model used here is as follows:

The measured field strength (normalised for geomagnetic angle)

is taken as being proportional to the shower size at maximum development.

For the range of core distances 5O-10Om, and 1ike1y depths of maximum

development, this is supported within about 20% by caLculatíons (Shutie,

7973).

The shower size at sea 1eve1 is taken to depend so1e1y on the depth

of atmosphere between maximum development and sea level. An assumption

was made concerning the shape of the electron development curve, namely
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tlrrat it did not depend strongly on primary energy. Published calculations

for a scaling model by Hi11as (L979), compared with experimental points

obtained from a number of workers, mainly through the method of constant

intensity cuts, support such an assumption. Other caLculatíons, such

as, those of Gaisser et aI (1978) are difficul.t to reconcile with the

experiment at data points.

It was assumed a1so, that the shower development curve does nqt

change with zenith ang1e. The attenuation length was taken as 2OOg c^-2,

and was assumed to be constant. Experimental determinations of this

are as yet lacking in precision (Ashton et a1, L979). In fact, aIL

caLcuLations would suggest a slowly decreasing attenuation length with

zenith angle, and a more or less slowly increasing value with primary

energy (as the shower maximum approaches the axray). Thus, the equations

used are

Eu = ctNevqx

and Ne Sg
Ne,o*exp(- t ¡{b- *** czl/x)

with

With Ne ^ in terms of 10
sT,

written as

_)
xo=1000g. cfr t À = 20Og cm-2

-L -1particles, and E in UVm MHz this may be
5

X
m

xo /cos 0 +

,

ÀÎ,n (
Ne"

s)¿T; ) *c

Adjusting the constant C has the effect of noving the calculated

heights of maximum development up or down in the atmosphere.

The constant depends both on the conversion factor from field

strength to shower síze at maximum development and the shape of the shower

decay curve. Changes to either of these thus affect the cal'culated heights'

Although the constant cannot be determined precisely, its value may be

estimated. The best calculations yield a normalised field strength for
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the emission produced by a verticat tO17eV proton oî- 2Ut-1tvlH -1z.

The depth of atmosphere over which the shower maximum changes only

slightly is of the order of 15Og cm-z (see fig 5.20). The numerical

value for the constant thus obtained is -L25Og "*-t. 
A decrease in

the value taken for the normalised field strength by 50% would increase

the calculated depths of shower maximum by L4Og . -2, in this model.

The four channels can independently be used to estimate the

height of maximum development, and an aveÍage obtained by weighting

the individua:. estimates in accordance with errors in field strength.

Urrcertainties in field strength will lead to an uncertainty in the
a

carcuLated height of maximum of À /Ev dEv I cm', thus being about
a

4Og cm " for a 20% error in field strength.

For inclined showers, the error in the array parameter determination

becomes significant. Since, as previously mentioned, the atray laas

redundancy in the number of detectors used to measure the arrival. direction,

an estimate of the goodness of fit to a plane shower front may be made,

and used to assign an error to the zeníth angLe. For average shohlers,

the error of 2-5sec0 degrees would lead to an error in the calculated

depth of maximum of 9Og . -' fot 0=450. Events with a patticuLarLy

poor fit to the times were rejected, the criterion used was that the

value of g (as previously described) be less than 8.

5.6.? Results.

The height of maximum development calculated as above was plotted

against the

distances in

between the

measured sea 1evel shower size for all events with core

the range 5O-110m. There was no significant difference

linear regression lines for the different channels, as

from fig 5.16. Since the average measured spectrum wascan

flat

be seen

(within experimental uncertainties), and independent of shower
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parafietefs,theca:,cu:atedheightsofmaximumWereaveragedoverthe

number of channels exhibitíng a pulse ror that event, weighted in

accordancewiththemeasurementuncertaintiesfortheindividual

channels.Thedatawerereplottedi-:nlig.5.LT.Severalmargínal

events were not replotted; these included three with margínalLy

)
rlign y¿ and one with no estimate of the error in direction owing to

anomalous timing data.

Withthismorerestrictedsetofevents,themaincontributionsto

theuncertaintycamefromtheuncerlaintyinfieldstrengthsandin

determining shower directions for inclined showers' The (weighted) errors

duetothefieldstrengthswereaddedinquadraturetothoseinshower

directions. Er'rors in the average field strength measurements average

-2. .Lt ^^ -.^-^i+^;^+.i oc a1 qn 4Oq -2
40gcm- andthoseproducedbydirectionuncertaintiesalso40gcm

for the selected events.

The linear regression fit to the plot of depth of maximum

developmentversus(thelogarithmof)themeasuredsealevelsize
-2 d..ud.-L 'yields a value of 95 !32 gcm

Theelongationrate(intermsofsealevelshowersize)cannot

beestimatedfromthisplothowever,asthereisasystematictrendof

decreasing zeníth angle as the shower síze incxeases (fig 5'9)' The

average zenitn angle of the showers in the sample smaller than 2xro7

electrons aS measufed by tlre arxay is 29+3 degrees, whereas for those

showers gxeater than 2xl_07 partícres, the average is 18 + 4 degrees-

Aspreviouslymentioned'onewould'expectthatsmall(measured)ShowerS

wouldbemorelikelytoyieldpulsesabovenoiseiftheyafriveatLarger

zeníthangles,sinceitistheirsízeatmaximumdevelopmentwhichhas

mainly determined the field strength of the tadio pulse'

InprincipletheplotofcaLcuLatedheightofmaximumdevelopment

againstthelogarithmofthefieldstrength(normalisedforthesineof

the angle between the shower axis and the geomagnetic field) should yield
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an estimate of the elongation xate" Referring to fig. 5.18, it may be

seen that the scatter effectively conceals any non-zero rate. This

may be attributed, in part, to the presence of significant measurement

errors in the field strengths taken as the independent parameter in the

above calcuLation. (An overestimate of field strength tends to produce

an underestimate in depth of shower maximum.

In order to obtain a better

a function of the

e stimate

)

of elongation rate, the data

were re¡rlotted as shower (electron) size at a lixed

depth in the atmosphere, taken as 1-OOOg .^-2. The shower attenuation

length was taken as constant, as above, (2OOg cm-z). Owing to the

systematic trend of zenitln angle with showet size, this plot has a

red.uced range of shower sizes Gig 5.19). The scatter of th.e data

points about the regression line is reduced compared with fig 5.L7,

although the slope of the regression line is markedly steeper, namely

_) _1
25Ot4Ogcm-' decade '. A check was made on the consistency of this

plot with the previous one. Taking the block of events in a five degree

interval ¿round 30 degrees, the regression I ine was recalculated,

and found to be zg}!7}gcm-2 d""ud"-I. The events falling within 23o

of the zer,íttt were also used in this way and the value obtained was

26O!7Ogcn-2 d.rud"-L. Tire average zenitin angles for these two blocks

of data were 3Oo and 15o, consistent within errors with the value

previously mentioned. (The difference (at LO7 particles) betlveen the

calcuLated depths of maximum development for the two groups is approx-

-2 -2imately LTOgcm-', which compares well with the 130gcm expected for these

angles). This would indicate that the adopted model for correction is not

grossly unreasonable. Smaller values of attenuation length (i.e. more rapidly

decaying showers) lead to enhanced values of the s1ope.

Ia order to estimate the effect on the data of an attenuation

length depending on the thickness of atmosphere between the depth of

maximum development and the depth of the arrãyt an alternative model
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was applied. Showers just past maximum development should have a much

Larger attenuation length than those which have decayed further. The

model chosen took the attenuation length to vary as a power of the

thickness of atmosphere between shower maximum and the detector. From

the published curves calculated by Hi11as (L979), the attenuation length
q(

at depth X varies approximately as À= Ào (X - Xmax)-'Jr, with Ào - 6OzO

-2. _ -2g cm . This attenuation length approaches the value of 2009, cm some

a
6009 cm-" past shower maximum. The form is convenient for algebraic

manipulation, nodifyLng the formu!a for the depth of shower maximum as

follows:

X = Xn/cos0
MAX

380([n Ne=¿/t u)
I .55 + constant+

The constant depends as before, on the radío emission normalisation,

and the avetage height of maximum. As might be expected, such an approach

led to a greatly enhanced rate, which was even more incompatible

with the range of acceptable results.

The elongation rate itself is expressed in terms of the logarithm

of the primary energy so the values above for the slope of the plots against

electron number will be reduced. For a power law dependence of

' -'85 loneation rate estimate becomes -2 nd"-l.N"tct E--- the elongation rate estimate becomes 2l2+35gcm dec¿

At the highest energies, where the detected showers are closer to mariimum

development and the particle numbers changing more s1owly with depth,

the exponent is closer to unity, aîd the elongation rate higher.

A similar technique, but relating the height of maximum development

to the width of the Cerenkov pulse produced by the shower particles has

been applied at Adelaide with signíficant results by Thornton and Clay

(L979).. The data suggest a cl:.ange in the elongation rate at sea 1eve1

sizes corresponding to the well-established break in the cosmic ray
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spectrum at about 1O15eV. The sea-1eve1 sizes at which this occurs

are less than those for which the radio pulses are observable above

noise. Consequently the present data cannot be used as a direct

comparison in this size regíon, and the fact that both experiments

indicate very high elongation rates is coincidental. Although the

Adelaide Cerenkov experiment and the present experiment were running

side by side for some time, there are in fact, no events in common

which exhibit both radio and Cerenkov pulses.

5.6.3 Comparison of Elongation Rates.

The value of the elongation rate with the reservations expressed

above t may be compared with values obtained through other techniques. In

tabLe 5.2 are values collated by Suga (Lg7g)and Gaisser et al, (1979)

of measufements of the elongat ion rate, These Values \^Jere

extracted from experiments employing a variety of independent techniques.

These include the risetimes and LateraL distributions of the deep water

Cerenkov signals at Haverah Park, (Lapikens et al, 1979, Craig et aI,

L979) the pulse widths and Lateral distributions of the atmospheric

Cerenkov pulses¿ (Kalmykov et aI, L979, Hammond et aI, L979), and equi-

intensity cuts of the longitudinal development (Aguirre.et a1, 1979a). the

experimentaL data summarised by Suga (L979) and Gaisser et aL (L979) are

seen to have a Large spread - however the value obtained in the present

experiment significantLy exceeds the average cal-cu]-ated from the above.

The significance of comparatively high elongation rates has been

discussed at length by Gaisser et a1 (1979) and others. For a fixed

composition, the elongation rate is independent of the primary mass.

The relation between depth of maximum development and prímary energy Eo

(effective mass N), and for constant pion and nucleon interaction lengths, is

Xr"* = 85(l - cll) logroEo/N + constant.



TABLE 5.3

Reference

Aguirre et aL, 1979a

Barrett et al t L977

Craig et a1, 7979

(extracted from Gaisser et

Method

Shower development curves from constant
intensity cuts (Mt . Chaca:.taYa).

Risetimes in water Cerenkov detectors
(Haverah Park).

Lateral distribution of deep water
Cerenkov emission (Haverah park).

Cerenkov lateral distribution (Yakutsk)

Cerenkov lateta! distribution (Yakutsk),
and total flux v. electron density at 600m.

Shower development curves mapped by
Cerenkov lrraf at ground 1evel (Haverah Park. )

FWHM of Cerenkov pulse at 300n (Yakutsk)

Risetimes of deep water Cerenkov signals
(Haverah Park).
,shower Lateral structure (Volcano Ranch) -

RECENT ESTIMATES OF ELONGATION RATE

a,I , 1979 , Suga, L979> .

Energy
2 -l_Range Value (gcm

r015 -r018 1001 50

2*1017-s*1018 90+l-0

1018

decade )

Dyakonov et aL,

Glushkov et aL t

t979

L979

:*t017-s*t018
l017-3*t018

I7 18
2xIO -2x10

z*toL7 -tol9

1018

7Oa25 (corrected)

L2O+75

60t30

85t37

33+18

105r7

85+39

Ha¡nmond et aL, L978

to16-r018Kalmykov et

Lapikens et
aL, 1979

aL, I979b

LinsLey, L977
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where Eo is the energy of the primary referred to the critical energy.

The term ( l-o) is related to the multiplicity in the fragmentation

region, being limited to values between o (for scaling) and 0.5 (the

energy conservation limit). For the Landau model (with ¡t multiplicity)

o¿ is about 0.1 (Gaisser et aIr I}TS).
dX

H:Lgh elongation rates 
¿-'-ffirj"n 

thus be produced by two factors;
Pone is a change in composition from a heavy to a light primaxy, and the

other is a change in the nature of the high energy interactions. Values

of 85-9Og ,^-2 p., decade are d.ifficult to reconcile with så multiplicity
-2. l- -)(-43g cm -) are somewhat higher than Eä" multiplicity models (- TOg cm-'),

but are not inconsistent with models which have scaling in the fragmentation

region (- 87e ,^-2 d,.ru¿" -1) (Gaisser et a1 , Ig78, LgTg). There is evidence

fot a change in the eJ-ongation rate at lower energies which may be suggest-

ive of a change in composition from heavy to light primary nuclei (Thornton

aod CLay, L979) ¿ (possibly as a result of an energy region in which heavy

primaries are present in addition to the otherwise predominantly light

nuclei in the primary beam). This focusses attention on details of the

nuclear interactions involved. Model calculations suggest that a rising

p-p cross-section (as might be extrapolated. from measurements below 5OIeV)

would have the effect of reducing the elongation rate by - 20 + IOg cm-2

and shifting the shower maxima further up in the atmosphere. Refinements

in model caLculatLons (including the consideration of selection effects

resulting from fluctuations arising rrom a mixed composition), and the

resolution of contradictions between different experimental observations

may a11ow the field of possible interpretations to be narrowed down.
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5.6.4 Systematic effects.

According to our present understanding of the production of

radío emission, the field strength observed on the ground over a

range of lateral distances is Targei-y independent of shower d.evelopment

details. The observed elect¡on size at sea 1evel, however, does depend

on shower development. Selection of events on the basis of the observed

size at sea leve1 would systematicalJ-y favour late-developing showers.

Selection of events on the basis of their radio pulses, however, woul-d.

show 1ittle such bias, except that for showers reaching maximum develop-

ment very close to the array, the field strengths cannot be taken as

being independent of shower development, and. are smaller than for showers

developing higher in the atmosphere. rn terms of the model used in

caLcurating depths of maximum, the effect is in the direction of in-

creasing the elongation rate.

The relatively poor signal to noise ratio for the radio pulses

does mean that sampling problems are significant. The consequent over-

estimation of field strengths is expected to be greater for smaller

signals than Largerr' this also tends to produce an increase in the

estimated elongation rate. Thus, since there are systematic effects

which would tend to bias the results in the direction of enhanced r¿tss,

it is suggested that the high value of elongation rate estimated in

this section does not necessarily represent a basic inconsistency between

interpretations of aíx shower phenomena"

This question is discussed, further in Appendix B

5 .6 .5 Fluctuations in the height of maximum development.

Tttere remain fluctuations in the height of maximum development

when experimental uncertainties are accounted. for, of the ord.er of loOgcrn-2"
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Such an estimate represents an upper 1imit, since a highly simplified

model was adopted for shower development and the (caLcuLated) independence

of radio pulse field strengths on fluctuations in shower development

has lirnited experimental support. In addition the varying contribution

to the emission of a geoelectric mechanism lends doubt that the observed

f.Luctuation is a sígnificant indicator of the primary composition. Indeed,

uncertainties in the technique would appeax to make it. unlikely that

fluctuation details are derivable lxom radío emission studies.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTTIER WORK

The present status of radio investigations into extensive air

showers does not hold out much hope for future revelations about aít

showers frorn this technique. There is a consensus of opinion about the

main characteristics of the emission: A generally rather flat spectrum

in the range of some tens of MHz, with a faL1-ing spectrum on either side,

but with the possibility of a time ys,ryíng contribution particu:-.atr.y at

1ow frequencies, possibly related to geoelectric effects (Crouch, L979).

The magnitudes of the field strengths measured are comparable with

cal-cuJ-ations based on the geomagnetic mechanism, and a proportion of

pulses consistent with the high electric fields associated with conditions

for thunderstorm activity has been recorded by most of the groups working

in the fie1d.

Although these general characteristics are not in dispute, and

the dependence of the behaviour of the emission on various models of

shower development is believed to be understood, the application to the

problem of identifying the primary parti-cles has failed to live up to

its initial promise. Apart from the presence of 'contaminatione from the

geoelectric mechanism, and the low collecting rate of detectable pulses

with suitable signaL to noise ratios, there remains a considerable scatter in

the normalised field strengths in addition to that produced in normalisation

by the uncertainties in reLatíng the particle information to primary eîetgy.

The use of ,simple models a11ows estimates of the height at which

maximum shower particle numbers occurs, and permits an estimate of the

shower elongation rate for purposes of comparison with other work. The

hope of checking on the height of shower maximum by investigating the

frequency spectrum of the radio emission has not been realised.
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In the present experiments, placing the antenna near the centre of the

ar:ray to measure the emission for smal.l rad:-a]- distances proved un-

successfuJ-, since the smallest radial distance for a tradíor shower

was stil1 some 50 metres. Siting the antenna at 200-300m from the

artay would a11ow measurements of the spectrum which would be expected

to have scatter attxlbutable in patt, to fluctuations in shower develop-

ment. However, the rapidLy faLLíng LateraL distribution, leading to pooreÍ

signal to noise ratios, make it unlikeLy that such fluctuations would

be detectable in the presence of this experimental scatter.

Thus, work on determining details of the primary composition by

looking for fluctuations in the height of maximum development from the

characteristics of the radio emission does not appear 1ike1y to yield

unambiguous results. In common with other groups, ortr work in this area

has now come to an end.

However, work using optical Cerenkov emission does appear Llke:.y

to provide a satisfactory approach to the problem. work is in progress

at the Buckland Park array on both the lateral distribution of Cerenkov

pulses and the pulse shapes themselves, the latter in particular offering

hope for a solution to the problem. The fact that pulses with good

signal to noise ratios are obtainable over a much wider range of shower

sizes means that the collecting rate of useful events (at times of cLear

atmospheric conditions) is far gteater, and more stringent acceptance criteria

on the artay analysis may reaListically be used. Clearly, the applícation

of several techniques to the same showers would lend more weight to the

conclusions reached, Cerenkov techniques being the cornerstone of this

approach.

In the appendix, a discussion is presented of a pilot experiment

designed to develop techniques for recording very fast pulses and their

appricatíon to the study of time profiles of particle energy f1ow. The

appaxatus is now being used in the Cerenkov prograÍrme.
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APPENDIX A

ENERGY DEPOSITION

In this appendix will be described a preliminary experiment set

up to investigate paxticle profiles. A brief Íesume of previous work in

the field will precede the detailed description of the Buckland Park

system.

4.1. Air Shower Studies.

The electron distribution in the shower front is c.lear1y of relevance

to model calculations and to studies of

distribution both

the radio and Cerenkov emission.

One would expect the

responsible for the

an

emission to depend on

the shower and on atmospheric depth.

The 1ag of electrons behind the shower front is caused by several

factors. In addition to the Lag produced by the angle at which the

production particle is travelling, multipJ-e scattering is a dominant

process. This scattering is highly dependent on energy ¡ and increases

very rapidly as the electron energy fa1ls below about 100 Mev. As the

core distance increases, the softening of the energy spectrum of highly

scattered electrons is of necessity accompanied by an increasíng |ag of

the particles with respect to undeflected particles at the leading edge

of the shower front. Thus the thickness of the shower front is expected

to increase with core distance.

The early experimental work on the longitudinal structure of the

shower front studied the relative time delays between detectors, and was

Iargely inspired by the need to consider the accuracy of arrívaL direction

determinations of aix shower arrays. Bassi et a1 (1953) measured the

relative del¿ys between three liquid scintillator counters. They found

space and energy of the electrons

the stage of development of
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the electron disc thickness to be 1-2 metres, with a radius of curvature

of more than 1300m. The penetrating particles were found in a less

curved disc of 2-3 metxes thickness, lagging the electron disc by not

more than 3 metres.

The lateral dependence of the disc thickness was first measured

by Linsley and Scarsi (L962), at YoLcano Ranch. They found tha'; the

electron distribution broadens at laxge core distances, (200-1500m) and the

radius of curvature increases. Thielert and \,/iedecke (1964) found an

expression for the dependence of the standard deviation (o(r)) of the

instantaneous electron distribution, of. the form;

r/
o (r) + (1+ 62)

in good agreement with the values of Linsley and Scarsi.

Near the shower core, work has been done at Kiel¡ again measuring

relative arriva:.. times between detectors, both shielded and unshielded.

(Woidneck et a1, I97L, Woidneck and Bohm, 1975). This group, in fact,

investigated the average shape of the shower front for both muons and

electrons, with a resolution of 1"3ns for the electron front and 2.7ns

for the muon front. The data were fitted to a distribution of the form

d(t) = ta exp(-bt). At distances 4-LOm, the parameters have values

a=0.9¿0.3 and. b=0.6! O.1ns-1 up to L2ns. At greater core d.istances

(25-63n), values are a=0.3+0.3 and b = 0.4+0.1n"-1. The correspond.ing

FWIIM (rather than standard deviationro ) are about 3.6ns. The broadening

is in part due to an increasing contribution from the muon front, which

slightly precedes the electron component.

The work described above produced average shower front structures.

The electron distributions obtained by the workers at Kiel were found

by trlggeríng off a Large area scíntillator, and measuring the delay

for particles travelling through a second scintillator of area sma11

enough that the probability of more than one particle passing through

2.5
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it was negligible. Building up a distribution is a cumulative pfocess

which can give no indication of the inherent fluctuations between

showers. It might be expected that r.Luctuatíons in shower development

should be revealed in varíations in the patticLe front structure'

A,tLargecoredistances,thetimeatwhichanindividualparticLe

is detected should be determined, amongst other things, by the height

of origin of the paxticle. Thus the shape of the particLe front should

be related to details of the shower development. when viewed off axis,

late develop:ing showers rnight be expected to have a broader shower front

than earlier developing showers. Close to the axis, where the

component is most numerous, multiple scattering mabks such an

electron

effe ct

(Woidneck and Bohm , L975) -

Work has been done at Haverah Park for core distances greater than

200m. The Leeds group has studied pulse profiles from the deep water

Cerenkov tanks. Early work concentrated on establishing the broad features

of the pulse profiles as functions of core distance and zenit]rl angle,

together with a comparison with calcuLatlons (Baxter et aL, t965t L968,

Hi11as 1965) . Later work has concentrated on the consideration of

fLuctuatíons in longitudinal development (Marsden et a1 L97Lt Lapikens

et aL Lg73, Waltson and wilson L974). The measuremeît paramenter chosen

was ,tl,r, the time in which the recorded signal rose from L0% to 50% of the

finaL amplitude. Calculations indicate that this parametef should be

sensitive to the depth of first interaction for a proton primary (Hillas

et al, Lg7O, Dixon and Turvet, L974). Considering the residual fluctuations

when the dependence on core distance,, zenith angle and enetgy, and the

effects of measurement sampling are considered', the pfesence of a proton

component in the ptimaty flux was indicated (Watson and i{i1son' I974) '

Further refinements in calcuations and analysis have produced quantitative

measurements of the fluctuations j.n the depth of maximum development and
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the elongation rate (Barrett et al , L977>. Protons remain the favoured

prímary particles at 1O18eV.

The Nottingham group at Haverah Park have studied muon aîrival-

times with shielded scintillators (Blake et aL, L978a, 1979). They have

found the average muon tine-spread to be significantly faster than that

expected from standard model cascade calculations. Their work is

complementary to that of the Leeds group, aîd has potential for the

study of shower development. (Dixon and Turver, L974).

The group operating at Mt. Chacaltaya (51200 m.a.s.1.) has studied

both electron and muon arrival time structures in order to investigate

the early stages of shower development. Although the risetime of the

muon component is shorter, and the tail longer, than calculations for

various multiplicities suggest, the shapes of the electron and muon

tO18ev) (Aguirre etcomponents are similar for very :.ar9e showers (above

aL, 1979b) .

A. 2. Pulse Profiles near the core.

The structure of the air shower front has been investigated near

the core by groups at Adelaide (at Buckland Park) and Tokyo, the Latter

with better resolution (Sakuyama and Suzukí, 1979). TheoreticaL car.-

culations bearing on the work will be discussed in connection with the

preliminary experiment conducted at Adelaide. (McDonald et a1 t L977).

A. 2.L Pulse Profiles near the core.

The model of the air shower front is that of a distribution of

pa¡ticles of steadily decreasing average energy as the shower plane passes

an observer. The absorpfion of 1ow energy electrons by ionisation loss puts

an ultimate limit on the thickness of the shower front. The shape of the arrival

time distribution for the electromagnetic component has been calculated by



several authors. Locci et al (Lg67) have performed a Monte carro

ca1cu::ation of the density distribution as a function of core distance

(l--35 metres), shower height and time, for approxímation B' Bosia and

Navarra (Lg6g) used the Landau diffusion equations (in approximation A)

to derive certain features of the distributionr' namely the mean deray

and standard deviation relative to the mean as a function of shower

age, of electrons of ö'ífferent energies' These two calculations

considered electrons of energy greater than IOMeV and the critical energy

( s6MeV) respectively. Although not directly compatabLe, the standard

deviations are in numericatly good agreement'

ThesecaLculatíonssuggestthatthereisonlyasmallchangein

this standard deviation with shower development, once the shower has

travelled several radiation lengths in the atmosphere. Thls suggests

that measurements of this parameter (near the core) are not sensitive

to details of shower develoPment'

Ananalyticalsolutionforthedevelopmentofashowerinan

isothermal atmosphere has been developed by Green (1978). The solution

is currently the subject of the development of a computer calculation

(Rawinsky, private communication)'

4.3.1. The Buckland Park SYstem.

The preliminary experiment at Buckland Park comprised a fast

scintillator detector situated in B hut (see fig . 4;I). The detector

consisted of a 30Omm diameter disc of NE1O4 scintillation, 25rnm tt'ick, paint-

ed'with NE56O white paint on the back, and enclosed in' a bLack housing'

(see fig" A1). This scintillator was chosen for its fast decay time of Zns'

The scintillator was viewed by an gl\41 1B2oB fast photomultiplier of diameter

5Omm, from a distance of 52Omm. This is ¿ 1ow noise tube with a bialkali

photocathode and a linearly focussed LZ-dynode multiplier system' The
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output of the tube was connected via a suitable length of cable to a

Tektronix T9L2 traosient recorder with SOOMHz bandwidth. This recorder

essentially comprises a cathode ray storage tube which is read using a

TV type rastef to produce an analogue output which may be displayed

on a TV monitor and photogfaphed. It is functionally equivalent to a

long-persistence phosphor.

The record.er was triggered by the fast array scintilLatot at site

B, thus reducing trace jitter problems. The monitor was photographed

only when the particJ.e atray provided a ttigger. The internal delay in

the recorder plus the persistence of the monitor was sufficiently long

to a1low the use of a mechanica]- shutter action- A block diagrun of the

recording system appears in fíg- A2.

The apparatus was later extended by the addition of a further

detector mounted below the first. A resistive circuit mixed the output

signals from the two photomultipliers to enable a single-ttace display.

This system was run wíth varying thickness of Lead between the two

detectors , although results obtained with this arrangement will not be

discussed further.

A. 3.2 Response of Detector to Particles.

The response of plastic scintillator detectors to particles has

been studied by a number of authors, both in terms of a comparison with

other detectors, and also in terms of detector geometry" Comparisons

have shown that there are moÍe "scintillator particles" than íonLzíng

particles observed by Cloud Chambers and ionisation chambers/' there the

ratio of the two depends on the thickness of scintillators, the energy

of the incident particles; and hence on the density of charged particles,

th.e xadial distance from the shower core, aîd shower size. This increase

is largely due to nuclear interactions produced in the scintillator by
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strongly inter acting particles, together with some cascading of the

electromagnetic component within the scintirratot itself (chatterjee

et al, Lg62, Bray et aL, L965, White and Prescott, 1968, Blake et aI'

Ig78). A scintillation detector is usually caLibtated in terms of its

response to a single vertic¿l muonr'the number or particles being given

by the ratio of pulse height to the average response to a single particle

(in the Gaussian limit), the average (for a Landau distribution) being

gxeater than the mode. The energy deposited by an electfon above the

minimum ionising energy is about z6evgm-Lcm?, and changes little with

energy; there is a further (relatively sma1l) contribution from the

photon component , aLthough at Latge core distances the photons far

outnumber electrons and their contribution becomes significant (Kellerman

and Towers, 1970). For electrons of 1ow energyt below about 5 MeV

for this thickness of scintillator, tine detector becomes energy sensitive'

Thus a scintillator is, ín a sense, sensitive to both energy and particle

number.

The thickness of the scintillator is also significant' For a

thicker slab of scintillator, the minimum ionising energy will be greater

so that the numbe r or. patticles recorded(when the pulse heights are

caLibrated in terms of equivalent single vertical muons) will be Less'

A.3 .3 Efficiency of the system.

The light output of NE1o4 scintillator, with an erficíency of 68%

that of anthfacene, will be about 1-04 photons for excitation by a I MeV

electron (girts , Lg64>. The distribution of light emission will be

uniform. The fraction of the light striking the photomultiplier is

expected to be that which travels directly to the tube, either with or

without a ieflection off the bottom white painted surface. Emission at angles

greater than 39 degrees to the vertical will suffer total internaL refLection,'
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light at other angles will be xapidLy absorbed in successive reflections

off the matt bLack interior wa1ls of the detector housing. CaLculating the

solid angle for emission, with the dimensions for the detector known, the

fraction of the beam froma point htanO from the centre of the scintillator,

which strikesthe tube directly, is given by:-

2
xw

where r is the radius of the photomultiplier tube, h its height above

the scintillator, aîd n the xefractive index of the scintill'ator ( 1.58).

Doubling this for the cone reflected from the bottom surface of the

scintillator, suggests tha.j: the fraction of the light striking the

detector is about 5x1O-4 decreasing by up to 20% near the edge of the

scintillator. With NE104 scintillator, the effective efficiency of the

biaLkali photocathode is about 25%, so a minimum ionising partícle

(-5MeV) will thus resul t in the production of about 6 photoelectrons on

average in the photocathode.

Statistical fluctuations in the fraction of photons producing

photoelectrons in the cathode, the effect of the Landau distribution

of the energy loss of fast charged particles, variations in the path

length of inclined particles, variations in the amount of light collected

from different regíons of the scintillator and phosphor, and the statistics

of secondary muLtíplication all contribute to variations in the signal

observed at the anode of the pho,tomultiplier.

The efficiency of plastic scintillator may be compared w¡ th that

of a glass Cerenkov detector. The photon yield per unit length will be

close to the asymptotic va1ue, given by

2Tt
ø

Xz
dÀ

À1
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(Je11eyr 1958a). This yields about 25OO photons per 5cm. in the wavelength

raîge in which the bialkali photocathode is sensitive. The sensitivity

of this detector will extend to lower energies than the scintillator.

However, the angle of production of these photons , at the cerenkov angle

Q given by
c

sin 0
c

imposes stringent limitations on the geometxy and area of such a detector.

The production of such signals in the glass envelopes of photomultiplier

tubes has been discussed by CIay and Gregory, IgZ6.

A.3.4 Results.

Pulse widths

In the initial run, the distribution of observed pulse widths was

studied. The probability of a furL width at harf maximum is plotted

for measured pulses of an amplitude greatex than that corresponding to

about 4 particles. This distribution peaks at 11ns. Allowing for the

system instrumental time resolution, this leads to a value of about 6ns

for the FWHM of a typicaL shower. The distribution of FWHM itself has

a FWHM of 4ns- A selected group of events (more than 10 particles) ¡,aö,

a similar distribution with average FWHM of L2ns and similar width

(fig. A3). This width may be due to fluctuations in the rtcue'pu1se as

well as fLuctuations in the single particLe response.

These values may be compared with those obtained more recently by

the Japanese group (Sakuyama and Suzukí, LgTg). Their average FWHM are

smal-ler, in good agreement with the results from Kie1, aîd are thus

cornpatible with the distributions caLcuLated for electromagnetic cascades

(section A-2-L-) The distributions of pwrryl recorded by the two groups

are of similar width.

c

nv
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Dependence of FWHM on Shower Parameters.

An attempt was made to resolve the dependence of the FWHM

on air shower parameters, in particular, shower size and density,

zenitin angle, and radiaL distance. These parameters are not independent,

since showers lalLing further away tend to produce lower densities

near the detector. Thus there is a tendeîcy, for the pulses laLLíng

within the dynamic range of the recording system, lor Large densities

to be associated with larger values of core distance.

The result of this investigation was as foillows: Within

the resolution of the system no significant dependence of Fwtilt4 on core

distance up to 5Om or zenittr angle was established. There was, however,

a systematic dependence on the particle density. This is, Ln Latge

part, attrlbutable to the experimental arrangement: a 1ow particr.e

densities, the detector acts more like a sampling detector (after the

faslrion of the Kiel group)r with a greater proportion of very few

partícLe traversals through the detector than at higher densities.

Establishing the shape of the energy deposition in the scintillator

requires a trigh density of particles. In the present (pilot) experiment,

the photomultiplier set up limited the dynamic range of the detector,

and the position of the pulse on the trace was not independent of the

amplitude of the scintillator signal used as a ttigget. The observed

dependence of FWHM on particle density is shown in figure 44.

,t.3.5 Shape of the Energy Deposition Curve.

In the pilot experimentrdetails of the shape of the shower front

structure were not investigated in any great detail. Pulse shapes taîge

from smooth pulses which are candidates for fitting by Pearson Type

III distributions, to pulses exhibiting a series of peaks extended over,
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in some cases, tens of nanoseconds. The observed structure for

individual showers is a combination of the shower characteristics

and statistical effects both from the number of particles triggering

the detector and the response of the detector to these particles.

Examples of representative and extreme shapes are shown in fig.45.

The detector was calibrated in two ways, one by comparison with

the densities recorded by t}:e adjacent B detector, aîd also by the

recording of pulses coincident with a trigger lrom a (sma1l) detector

immediately below the scintillator. The shape of the single particle

response is of course required for deconvolving the pulse produced

by the passage of an air shower through the detector. Subtracting the

FWHM of the single-particle-response from the FWHM of the recorded

pulse in quadrature yields the true FWHM only if these FWHM are related

in the same way to the variance of the energy distributions observed

(as would be the case for GauSsian distributions). In lact, for non-

symmetric distributions, with extended tai1s, the true FWHM can be

obtained only by a deconvolution pîogram, or by approximating the

distributions by ana:.ytical functions and calculating the resulting

FWHM.

In the pilot experiment, extensive deconvolutions were not

performed; a typical shower-accompanied pulse was, however, deconvolved

and the resulting FWHM of the smoothed deconvolved pulse compared with

that obtained by subtraction in qradrature of the FWHM. The result is

shown in 1íg. 46. ft must be noted that the FWHM of the signal .produced

by a sing.le particle itself fluctuates.

4.4 Suggestions for further work.

Clearly investigations into the detailed shape of the energy

deposition of air shower particles require a system with improved

resolution. The limitations on the resolution of the present system
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arise from severaL lactors; the risetimes of the scintillator and photo-

multiplier, and also the geometry of the system and cabling.

The response of scintillators has been studied, and measured by

a number of authors, using single-photon sampling techniques. This

approac]r enables the average pulse shape to be obtained. A sample of

N8104 scintillator has been found to produce a pulse with FWHM of 2.2ns,

and scintillation decay time of 2.0ns (Birks and pringle I97I). The

IateraL dimension of the detector should not affect the time resolutions I

even for a horizontaL paxticle, for example, the transit time is only

1ns. iSinilarly the orientation of the detector with respect to the

scintillator will not result in significant scatter.

. The most inconvenient limitation in the pilot experiment was the

performance of the photomultiplier; the tube used suffered from a

relatively sudden onset of saturation at about the 30 particle 1eve1,

although linearity was well maintained up to this point. The investigation

of high densities to a11ow examination of the details of the energy

deposition in the scintillator would thus require the use of alternative

photornu.ltipliers.

Studies of the muon component are of relevance to model calculations,

but of less direct relevance to studies of the radio and Cerenkov emission.

Indeed the measurement of the shape of the muon front with heavily shielded

scintil-lators would appear to be feasible oñ1y near the core with a

relative 1ow data collection rate.
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APPENDTX B

This appendix provides further details relating

to the statistics of the radio experiment-

Parameters of Individual Events

A list of the events in the restricted set

referred to in Chapter 5 is given below, together with

the basic array parameters (direetion information, core

location and size), and the radio pulse field strengths

(r¡r¡normalised) for the four channels. The diagrams

associateil with this set are Figures 5.1, 5.6 to 5.9,

5.141 5.15, 5.L7 to 5.19 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Additional eventg were used in Figures 5-2, 5.3, 5-5,

5.10 to 5.1-3 and 5. L6

Efficiencv of Radio Detection

A total of approximately 61000 showers were

recorded white the radio experiment was operational-

The number of these events larger than the tabulated

sea level sizes is listed below for síze thresholds of

5 x l-06, L x Lo7, 2 x Lo7 and 4 x 107 particles- Tt¡ese

estimates are derived from a sample of some 31000

2



TABLE B-1

EVENT CHARACTERISTTCS

50356

50246

90257

40750

80814

130203

70342

10166

t20L73

L30r74

1301-05

801_05

801-10

30350

EVENT

IDEMTIFICATION

43

18

30

32

32

2I

28

32

t-0

18

13

L6

33

7

ZÐTITH A¡{GLE
(DEGREES)

r74

208

r45

r_69

269

r-99

151_

A E?
LJ'

80

78

L92

1l_8

L20

226

AZIMUTH ANGLE
(DEGREES)

40

-53
40

60

-85
-53
-t20
-73
-44
-83
-40

18

b5

-75

EAST (M)

CORE LOCATION
(RET.ATIVE TO C HUT)

-77
-80
-90
- 3t-

46

133

L0

32

-27
L2

62

94

-69
-67

NoRTH (M)

23

45

78

80

85

96

L67

206

3L7

347

378

410

5L7

780

STZE
(xi-05 PARrrctES)

1.6

t_.9

2.O

2.O

2.L

L.7

1.5

2.4

3.0

3.4

4.6

4.0
4.8

2.I

1

UNNORIqALISED RÀDIO PULSES

Svrn-l m¡z-i)

1. t-

2.2

2.4

2.3

2.O

t.7
2.5

1.8

2.L

4.4

3.3

5.0

2.L

2

2.8

2.4

2.5

2.L

2.3

2.2

2.6

3.3

2.9

5.8

3.5

5.9

2.6

3

1.2

2.4

2.1

1.8

L.4

2.L

2.L

3.1

5.0

3.4

5.1

2.2

4



TABLE B-2

INTEGRAL NUMBER SPECTRUM

L4

L2

I

7

3

L, 300

L44

34

I

2

10
6

2xl-0 6

5xl-0 6

L0
7

2xLO

4xl-0

7

7

OBSERVED NUMBER
OF

R.ADIO SHOV'TERS

EXPECTED NUMBER

OF SHO!{ERS
SIIOWER SIZE
(PARTICI,ES)



shovrers recorded while the radio array was running

in a period of four months in L979. The figures are

supported, vrithin statistical limits, by a much larger

sample, supplied by P. GerhardYt of aII events (43'666')

recorded by the Buckland Park array during 1-980, when

the radio system $/as no longer operational. However,

the array operating conditions are believed not to have

been significantly different while the radio system was

operational.

Figure B-l- shows the integral size spectrum

for the fourteen events in the restricted set' compared

with that derived from the sample of 31000 events,

referred to above, corrected for 610OO events.

It will be observed that the proportion of

array events also detected by the radio system increases

with detected shower size. A strict qualitative compar-

ison between the two plots is not feasible- Firstly,

the two plots relate to differenÈ sets of showers.

Secondly, there are differences in the details of shower

selection, both owing to the definition of array area

used in selecting events, and also in the re-analysis

of very large events which tend to be accompanied by

saturation in one or more individual detectors. These
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factors will tend to depress the spectrum of "expectedr'

events relative to "observed" radio evenÈs at the

highest energies. Thusr any estimates of radio system

efficiency \,rill be upper limits. In addition, the

statistics at the highest energies are extremely poor.

Thus, only the general trend of the graph should be

considered.

The plot serves to confirm and reinforce the

conclusions reached in Chapte.c 5. It shows that the

present radio system is a particularly inefficient

detector of showers. Even at a threshold of l-07 par-

ticles the percentage of showers detected by the radio

system is of the order of 307". As mentioned above,

ttris is likely to be an upper limit.

ft follows that any attempt to measure general

shower properties on Èhe basis of so small a sample,

especially as shower size decreases, must be examined

for possible biases. As discussed in Section 5.6.4,

there are, indeed, biases in the present experiment

which operate to increase the elongation rate as derived

in this thesis. In addiÈion to those factors, there is

a further effect, particularllr significant for smaller

showers: for a given primary energy, there will be some



distributÍon in Èhe heighÈ of maxi¡mrm development'

Showers developing earlier will be smaller at sea

Ieve1 Èhan those developing later¡ although their

measured radio field strengths may be essentially

the sarne. Thus, in terms of the model adopted here,

these smaller measured showers almost certainly

represent highly fluctuated, more energetic showers

which suffered early development. llttus, the

apparent elongatÍon raÈe as derived here will be

too large and cannot be interPreted as a general

air shower characteristic; indeed, it would apPear

unlikely that tt¡e radio approach will produce a

good estimate of such a Parameter.




